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VALUES AND SETTINGS
Capacities - Grades

07

Units

Capacity
in litres
(approx.) *

Grade

Petrol engine
(oil)

When
draining

European union countries and Turkey

- 15 °C
- 30 °C - 20 °C

- 10 °C

0 °C + 10 °C + 20 °C + 30 °C
15W40-15W50

ACEA A2/A3

ACEA A1*/A2/A3

10W30-10W40-10W50

ACEA A1*/A2/A3

0W30-5W30

ACEA A1*/A2/A3

0W40-5W40-5W50

ACEA A1-98 standard
* Oil for fuel economy
L7X

4.5
4.75 (1)

Other countries
If the lubricants specified for European Union countries are not
available, the following specifications must be taken into account:

- 15 °C
- 30 °C - 20 °C

- 10 °C

0 °C

API SH/SJ

+ 10 °C + 20 °C + 30 °C

15W40-15W50

API SH/SJ

10W40-10W50

API SH/SJ

10W30

API SH/SJ

5W30

API SH/SJ

5W40-5W50

Oil for fuel economy:
API SJ-IL SAC GF2 standard
* Adjust using a dipstick
(1) Following replacement of the oil filter

07-1

VALUES AND SETTINGS
Capacities - Grades

Units

Capacity
in litres

Grade

Automatic
gearbox
LM0
Brake circuit

Special features

ESSO LT71141 or oil sold by SODICAM

8
Normal: 0.7

SAE J 1703

ABS: 1

and DOT 3

Fuel
tank

approx.
66

Unleaded
petrol

Power
steering

Separate
reservoir
1.1

ELF RENAULT
MATIC D2 or
MOBIL ATF 220

Cooling
circuit
L7X

07

The brake fluids must be approved by the
engineering centre

Protection to - 20°C±2°C for hot, temperate and
cold climates.

GLACÉOL RX

7

(type D)
Only add
coolant

Protection to - 37°C±2°C for very cold climates.

07-2

VALUES AND SETTINGS
Accessories belt tensioning
SPECIAL FEATURES OF REMOVAL OF THE
ACCESSORIES BELT

Release bolts (1) and (2).
Maintain the tension of the dynamic tensioner
using the hexagonal spanner (3).
Slacken bolt (4) until the conical section (5)
protrudes from the oblong hole of the dynamic
tensioner.
Remove the belt.

12755R

For refitting, move the dynamic tensioner to the
operating position to the right and tighten bolts
(4) then (2) to a torque of 2.5 daN.m.
NOTE: do not refit a belt which has been
removed, fit a new one.

07-3

07

VALUES AND SETTINGS
Cylinder head tightening
CYLINDER HEAD TIGHTENING PROCEDURE

Pre-tighten bolt by bolt to 2 daN.m in the order
specified.
Completely slacken and pre-tighten proceeding
bolt by bolt to a torque of 1.5 daN.m then carry
out angular tightening of 225° in the following
order of tightening:

77740R2

07-4

07

VALUES AND SETTINGS
Tyres - Wheels

Vehicle

B54N

Wheel rim

Tyres

195/65R15R
205/60R15V

6.5 J 15

(1) Fully laden and motorway use.
Wheel nuts tightening torque: 9 daN.m
Wheel rim run-out: 1.2 mm

07-5

07
Tyre inflation pressure
when cold (in bars) (1)
Front

Rear

2.5

2.3

VALUES AND SETTINGS
Brakes

07

Disk thicknesses
(in mm)
Vehicle

B54N

Drum diameter
(in mm)

Front

Rear

Rear

Max.

Min.

Max.

Min.

Max.

Min.

24

21.8

10.5

9.5

-

-

The disc run-out is 0.07 mm maximum.

Lining thicknesses (in mm)
Front (including support)

Rear

Vehicle

B54N

Brake fluid
New
+ 0.05
X - 0.55

Min.

New
+ 0.3
X
0

Min.

18

6

15

6

07-6

SAE J1703

DOT 4

VALUES AND SETTINGS
Brake compensator

07

BRAKING PRESSURE

Vehicle

Check pressure (1) (in bar)

Fuel level
status
(driver in vehicle)

Front

100

B54N
90966S

(1) The check is carried out using two pressure gauges arranged in an X formation.

07-7

Rear

39

+ 11
0

VALUES AND SETTINGS
Underbody height

07

95019-2R

The dimensions H2 and H5 are measured on the
contact surface of the bosses under the body.

95336-1R

07-8

VALUES AND SETTINGS
Values for checking front axle geometry

ANGLES

07

POSITION OF THE
FRONT AXLE

VALUES

ADJUSTMENT

CASTOR

4°08’
3°38’
3°08’
2°38’

H5 - H2 =
H5 - H2 =
H5 - H2 =
H5 - H2 =

12
27
42
57

NOT
ADJUSTABLE

Maximum right/
left difference= 1°
93012-1S

CAMBER

0°59’
0°30’
0°32’
0°33’

± 30’

H1 - H2 = 23
H1 - H2 = 120
H1 - H2 = 127
H1 - H2 = 143

NOT
ADJUSTABLE

Maximum right/
left difference= 1°
93013-1S

KING PIN
INCLINATION

8°56’
11°54’
12°00’
12°19’

± 30’

H1 - H2 = 23
H1 - H2 = 120
H1 - H2 = 127
H1 - H2 = 143

NOT
ADJUSTABLE

Maximum right/
left difference= 1°
93014-1S

PARALLELISM

(For 2 wheels)
toe-out
+0°±10’
+0 mm±1 mm

UNLADEN

Adjustable by
rotating track
rod sleeves
1 revolution =
30’
(3 mm)

UNLADEN

-

93011-1S

IMMOBILISATION OF RUBBER BUSHES

-

81603S1
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ENGINE AND PERIPHERALS ASSEMBLY
Identification

Type of
vehicle

Engine

Automatic
gearbox

Cubic
capacity
(cm 3)

Bore
(mm)

B54N

L7X 713

LM0

2 946

87

Workshop repair manual to be consulted: Mot. L7X

10-1

10

Stroke
(mm)

Compression
ratio

82.6

10.5/1

ENGINE AND PERIPHERALS ASSEMBLY
Oil pressure

10

CHECK

ESSENTIAL SPECIAL TOOLS

Mot.
Mot.

836 -05
1437

Boxed kit for measuring oil pressure
Pressure take-off union

The oil pressure check must be carried out while
the engine is warm (approximately 80 °C).

Place the vehicle on a two post lift.
Disconnect the battery

Contents of boxed kit Mot. 836-05.

Remove:
- the accessories belt (refer to the procedure
described in section 07 "Accessories belt tensioning"),
- the compressor support fasteners (A) and (B)
on the cylinder block and attach the compressor to the engine,
- the oil pressure switch.
Fit the end piece Mot. 1437 and the oil pressure
gauge.

87363-1R

Use:
L7X engine: F + Mot. 1437
Oil pressure
Idle speed
3,000 rpm

2 bars
5 bars

16465R
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ENGINE AND PERIPHERALS ASSEMBLY
Engine - Gearbox

10

ESSENTIAL SPECIAL TOOLS

Mot.
Mot.
T. Av.

1202 -01
1448
476

Hose clip pliers
Clip pliers for hose clips
Tool for extracting ball joints
ESSENTIAL EQUIPMENT

Load positioning equipment

TIGHTENING TORQUES (in daN.m)

Brake caliper mounting bolt
Shock absorber base mounting bolt
Lower ball joint nut

3.5
20
6.5

Steering ball joint nut

4

Engine tie-bar bolts

15

Upper mounting nut securing the rubber
suspended engine mounting to the
left front side member

6.7

Mounting bolt securing the right front
suspended engine mounting cover to
the engine

6.2

Right front suspended engine mounting
movement limiter mounting bolt
Wheel bolt

7

11920R

10

REMOVAL

Place the vehicle on a two post lift.
Remove:
- the battery and its support,
- the front wheels,
- the engine undertray,
- the right and left mud shields and the side
protectors.

10-3

ENGINE AND PERIPHERALS ASSEMBLY
Engine - Gearbox

10

Right-hand side of the vehicle

Left-hand side of the vehicle

Remove:

Remove:

-

the brake caliper and attach it to the
suspension spring,

-

the brake caliper and attach it to the
suspension spring,

-

the two mounting bolts securing the
driveshaft clamp to the relay bearing support,

-

the three driveshaft gaiter mounting bolts,

-

the steering ball joint using tool T.Av.

-

the steering ball joint using tool T.Av. 476,
-

the ABS sensor (if fitted),

-

the ABS sensor (if fitted),
-

the shock absorber base mounting bolts,

-

the shock absorber base mounting bolts,
-

the lower ball joint nut.

-

the lower ball joint nut.
Tilt the driveshaft then remove the hub and
driveshaft assembly.

Detach the driveshaft then remove the hub and
driveshaft assembly.
WARNING: do not unseat the driveshaft at the

relay bearing, it is not fitted with a plate for the
prevention of unseating.

97357S

Take care to protect the gaiters.

10-4

ENGINE AND PERIPHERALS ASSEMBLY
Engine - Gearbox

10

Drain:
-

the refrigerant circuit using refrigerant
recovery/ refilling equipment,

-

the gearbox and the engine if necessary,

-

the cooling circuit via the lower hose on the
radiator.

Remove:
-

-

the direction indicators to gain access to the
radiator grille lugs (12),

11236R1

the two bolts (3), then slide the clips (10) and
(11), in the direction of the arrows.

Remove the front bumper, after first removing
the bolts (B) and the lower mounting bolt.

Using a screwdriver, move aside the tabs (12)
slightly, then gently detach the radiator grille
assembly.

11237R9

95094R

11569R1

10-5

ENGINE AND PERIPHERALS ASSEMBLY
Engine - Gearbox
-

10

the upper front crossmember, after first
disconnecting the headlight unit connectors
and removing the mounting bolts (D) and the
bonnet opening system cable.

16420-1S

-

Disconnect:
- the radiator upper hose,
- the connector of the thermistor on the
radiator,
- the connectors (8) and the earth wire (9),

94994R1

-

-

the expansion bottle fastener and move the
expansion bottle aside,
the relay support and move it aside,

the mounting bolts securing the refrigerant
connecting pipes retaining clamps on the
dehydration canister and the compressor
taking care to plug the pipes and the unions,
the accelerator cable,
the air filter assembly with the air inlet pipe,

16466R

10-6

ENGINE AND PERIPHERALS ASSEMBLY
Engine - Gearbox
Remove the cooling assembly mounting bolts (E)
and (F) and remove the assembly from the
bottom.

10

- the heater matrix hoses. To do this, press at (D)
using a screwdriver and pull the assembly
rearward firmly to uncouple the hoses (be
careful with the two seals).

94995R7
95049R

Disconnect:
- the engine harness on the engine compartment
connection unit,

- the brake servo vacuum pipe on the inlet
manifold,
- the hose (1),
- the multifunction switch cable ball joint (2),
- the multifunction switch cable (3) releasing the
sheath end.

16467R1

- the ABS computer connector,
16460R

NOTE: do not move the orange ring during this

operation. It may break on removal of refitting. If
this happens, it is not necessary to change the
control cable as the absence of this part does not
compromise the operation of the system.

10-7

ENGINE AND PERIPHERALS ASSEMBLY
Engine - Gearbox

10

Disconnect:
- the return pipe on the power steering reservoir and drain the reservoir,
- the fuel supply and return pipes on the injection rails using a screwdriver, then unclip
them from the timing cover,
- the impact sensor connector (4),
- the pipe (5) and move the canister purge solenoid valve (6) away from its support.
Remove:
- the earth strap (7), and the fastener (8),

16468R

Disconnect the oxygen sensor connector.
Remove:
- the fasteners securing the exhaust downpipe
on the exhaust manifolds and the catalytic
converter (place the front section of the
downpipe in as low a position as possible to
allow the passage of the engine - gearbox assembly),
- the bolt (11) and slacken the engine tie-bar
bolt (12).
16463R

-

the injection computer and place it on the engine,
the fastener (9) then the power steering union
(10).

16459R

10-8

ENGINE AND PERIPHERALS ASSEMBLY
Engine - Gearbox
Unclip the bonnet struts and fit a bolt (A) on either side to support the bonnet in the highest position.

10

Remove the suspended engine mounting cover
and the movement limiter.

90920S

16459S2

16464R

Position the workshop crane with the load positioner (the lifting points are the two lifting eyes,
automatic transmission side).

10-9

ENGINE AND PERIPHERALS ASSEMBLY
Engine - Gearbox
Remove:
- the gearbox mounting nut (13), then, using a
copper hammer, tap to detach the rubber
mounting stud,

10

NOTE: this crossmember contributes to the stiff-

ness of the engine compartment structure. For
this reason, it is essential to relieve the engine at
its bearing points before carrying out any work on
the crossmember.
Using the workshop crane, remove the engine gearbox assembly.
Refit the lower crossmember following the removal of the engine - gearbox assembly.

REFITTING - Special features

Reposition the engine in its compartment without
securing it.
Refit:
- the lower crossmember,
- the left-hand suspended engine mounting,
- the engine tie-bar,
- the right-hand suspended engine mounting.
16459R1

-

Tighten:
- the engine tie-bar to a torque of 15 daN.m,
- the gearbox mounting nut (13) to a torque of
6.7 daN.m.

the lower crossmember.

95245R1

10-10

ENGINE AND PERIPHERALS ASSEMBLY
Engine - Gearbox
Order of tightening of the suspended engine
mounting

16459R2

Tighten:
- the conical nut (1), then nuts (2) and (3) to a
torque of 7 daN.m,
- the bolts (4) to a torque of 6.2 daN.m.

Proceed in the reverse order to removal.
Carry out the following operations:
- fill the gearbox with oil,
- fill the engine with oil if necessary,
- fill and bleed the cooling circuit (see section
19 - Filling - Bleeding),
- fill and bleed the power steering circuit,
- fill the air conditioning circuit, fresh R134a refrigerant,
- adjust the accelerator cable.
Fit the caliper mounting bolts with Loctite
FRENBLOC and tighten them to the specified tor-

que.
Press the brake pedal several times to bring the
pistons into contact with the pads.

10-11

10

ENGINE AND PERIPHERALS ASSEMBLY
Sump
The removal - refitting of the sump does not present any particular difficulties.
Screw in the bolts and tighten them to a torque of 0.8 daN.m in the following order:

13154R

NOTE: the sump is sealed by a composite seal which can be removed se-

veral times. If the seal is damaged, it can be repaired partially using the
sealing product RHODORSEAL 5661.

10-12

10

ENGINE AND PERIPHERALS ASSEMBLY
Oil pump

ESSENTIAL SPECIAL TOOLS

Mot.
Mot.

1273
1428

Mot

1429

Mot.

1430

Mot.

1430 -01

Mot.
Mot.

1436
1453

Tool for checking belt tension
Tool for immobilising camshaft
hubs
Gauge for setting the dynamic
tensioner
Crankshaft and camshaft pinion
setting pin
Pin for checking the setting of
the camshaft pinion
Timing belt retaining clip
Engine anchoring support with
several settings

TIGHTENING TORQUES (in daN.m)

Timing dynamic tensioner bolt
Camshaft pinion bolt
Suspended engine mounting cover bolt
Right front suspended engine mounting
movement limiter mounting nut
Wheel bolt

2.5
1
6.2
7
10

REMOVAL

Place the vehicle on a two post lift.
Disconnect the battery.
Remove:
- the timing belt (refer to the procedure described in Section 11 - Timing belt),
- the timing lower pulley,
- the crankshaft pinion,
- the compressor support,

10-13

10

ENGINE AND PERIPHERALS ASSEMBLY
Oil pump

12731S

NOTE: the oil pump is sealed by a composite seal which can be remo-

ved several times. If the seal is damaged, it can be repaired partially
using the sealing product RHODORSEAL 5661 .

12680S

10-14

10

ENGINE AND PERIPHERALS ASSEMBLY
Oil pump
REFITTING

Fit the oil pump.
Screw in the bolts and tighten them to a torque of 0.8 daN.m in the following order:

12731R

Refit the timing belt (refer to the procedure described in Section 11 Timing belt).
NOTE: if the oil pump is changed, the oil pump body must be filled.

10-15
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TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt

11

ESSENTIAL SPECIAL TOOLS

Mot.
Mot.
Mot.
Mot.
Mot.
Mot.
Mot.

1273
1428
1429
1430
1430 -01
1436
1453

Tool for checking belt tension
Tool for immobilising camshaft hubs
Gauge for setting the dynamic tensioner
Crankshaft and camshaft pinion setting pin
Pin for checking camshaft pinion setting
Timing belt retaining clip
Engine anchoring support with several settings

TIGHTENING TORQUES (in daN.m)

Timing dynamic tensioner bolt
Camshaft pinion bolt
Suspended engine mounting cover bolt
Right front suspended engine mounting
movement limiter mounting nut
Crankshaft pulley bolt
Wheel bolt

2.5
1
6.2
7
2.5
10

REMOVAL
12658R

Place the vehicle on a two post lift.
Remove:
- the suspended engine mounting cover and
the movement limiter,
- the engine mounting on the cylinder block.

Disconnect the battery.
Unclip and move aside the power steering reservoir.
Remove:
- the right front wheel,
- the right front mud shield,
- the accessories belt (refer to the procedure
described in Section 07 - Accessories belt tensioning),
- the sound-deadening cover.

16459S4

11-1

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt

11

Remove:
- the accessories belt dynamic tensioner at (6),
- the power steering pump pulley (7),
- the timing covers (A) and (B),
- the crankshaft pulley (8),
- the lower timing cover (C).

12753-1R

11-2

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt
-

the metal housing (9).

12920R

11-3

11

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt

11

Turn the engine in its direction of operation to pin the crankshaft pinion and the camshafts using pins Mot. 1430.

12719R

11-4

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt
To do this, slacken the camshaft pinion bolts (1)
and turn the camshaft hubs using tool Mot. 1428
to make it easier to fit the pins.

12716R2

Fit a 75 mm long M8 bolt (A) and screw it in to its
limit.
Slacken the bolts (2).
The bolt (3) must remain tightened.
Fit:
- tool Mot. 1429 slackening bolt (A) if necessary,
- a 35 mm long M8 bolt (B) and screw it in until
it makes contact.
Tighten bolt (B) until tool Mot. 1429 is immobilised.
Slacken bolt (A) to slacken the timing belt.
Remove the timing belt.

11-5

11

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt

11

REFITTING

Ensure that the camshafts and the crankshaft are pinned correctly.
Tighten the bolts (2) to a torque of 1 daN.m then slacken them by 45°.

12719R

Turn the camshaft pinions clockwise until the limit of the slots is reached.
Tighten the bolts (1) to a torque of 0.5 daN.m then slacken them by 45°.

11-6

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt
Engage the timing belt on the crankshaft pinion
and immobilise it using tool Mot. 1436.

12923R

11-7

11

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt

11

Fit the belt on the pulley (3) ensuring that the strand (D) of the belt is
tensioned correctly.
Turn the camshaft pinion (4) anti-clockwise slightly to engage the belt
on the pinion.
Carry out the same operation for pinions (5), (6) and (7).
Engage the belt simultaneously on the pulleys (8) and the pinion (9).

12720-1R

IMPORTANT:

-

The value of the angular displacement of the pinion in relation to
the timing belt must not exceed the value of one tooth.
Check that the camshaft pinions are not at the slot limit. If they
are, repeat the timing belt fitting operation.

11-8

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt

11

Remove tool Mot. 1436 and fit the belt tension checking tool Mot.
1273.

12720R

Turn bolt (A) to obtain a tension of 83±2 SEEM units.
Tighten the bolts (2a) then (2b) and (2C) to a torque of 1 daN.m .
Tighten the camshaft pinion bolts to a torque of 1 daN.m starting with
the camshaft (4).
Remove the camshaft and crankshaft setting pins.
Turn the engine through two revolutions.
Pin the crankshaft only using a pin Mot. 1430.
Slacken bolts (2a), (2b) and (2c) by 45°.

11-9

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt

11

Remove the bolt (B) and turn bolt (A) until tool Mot. 1429 slides without clearance.
Wait at least 1 minute (dynamic tensioner damper reaction time).
Check that tool Mot. 1429, slides correctly, then remove it.
Tighten bolts (2a) then (2b) and (2c) to a torque of 2.5 daN.m.

12720-1R1

Remove:
- the bolt (A),
- the crankshaft setting pin.

11-10

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt

11

Turn the engine through two revolutions in the direction of operation.
Pin, in order, using the pins Mot. 1430 :
- the crankshaft,
- the camshafts (4), (5), (6), and (7).
IMPORTANT:

•

If the pin Mot. 1430 enters it location, slacken the camshaft pinion
bolts (1) by 45°.

•

If the pin Mot. 1430 does not enter its location, the camshaft pinning operation will be made easier by first slackening the bolts (1)
by 45° and turning the camshaft hubs using tool Mot. 1428.

12720-1R2

Tighten the bolts (1) to a torque of 1 daN.m starting with pinion (4),
then (5), (6) and (7).
Remove the pins Mot. 1430 from the camshafts and the crankshaft.

11-11

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt

11

CHECKING THE TIMING SETTING

Refit in the reverse order to removal.
Turn the engine through two revolutions.
Refit the suspended engine mounting cover - movement limiter assembly observing the following
order of tightening:

Fit crankshaft setting pin Mot. 1430.
Check that the setting checking pin Mot. 1430-01
engages freely in the pin holes in the cylinder
heads to reach its limit on the camshaft pinions.

12721-1R

16459R2

If it does not, repeat the timing belt refitting operation.

Tighten:
- the conical nut (1), then nuts (2) and (3) to a
torque of 7 daN.m,
- the bolts (4) to a torque of 6.2 daN.m.

Remove the crankshaft setting pin.

Refit the accessories belt (refer to the procedure
described in Section 07 - Accessories belt tensioning).

11-12

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head gasket

ESSENTIAL SPECIAL TOOLS

Mot.
Mot.
Mot.
Mot.
Mot.
Mot.
Mot.
Mot.

1273
1428
1429
1430
1430 -01
1436
1448
1453

Tool for checking belt tension
Tool for immobilising camshaft hubs
Gauge for setting the dynamic tensioner
Crankshaft and camshaft pinions setting pin
Pin for checking camshaft pinion setting
Timing belt retaining clip
Clip pliers for hose clips
Engine anchoring support with several settings
ESSENTIAL EQUIPMENT

12 mm female Torx socket
Cylinder head testing equipment

TIGHTENING TORQUES (in daN.m)

Timing dynamic tensioner bolt
Camshaft hub bolt
Camshaft pinion bolt
Suspended engine mounting cover bolt
Right front suspended engine mounting
movement limiter mounting nut
Crankshaft pulley bolt
Wheel bolt

2.5
8
1
6.2
7
2.5
10

REMOVAL

Place the vehicle on a two post lift.
Disconnect the battery.
Remove the engine undertray.
Drain the cooling circuit via the lower hose on the
radiator.
Remove:
- the timing belt (refer to the procedure described in Section 11 - Timing belt),
- the setting pins,
- the camshaft pinions - hubs assembly immobilising the hubs using tool Mot. 1428.

11-13

11

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head gasket
WARNING: the camshaft pinions
- hubs assembly mounting bolts
have a left-hand thread. The arrows (A) on the bolt head indicate the direction of tightening.

12716-1R

Remove:
- the dynamic tensioner,

12715-1R
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11

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head gasket
-

11

the inner timing covers,

12714R

-

the bolts (2) and move aside
the support (3).

12712-1R1
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TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head gasket

11

Refit the engine support and remove the engine
retaining tool.
Remove:
- the exhaust downpipe on the exhaust manifolds,
- the air filter assembly,
- the accelerator cable and the speed regulation diaphragm (at 7),
- the brake booster vacuum pipe on the inlet
manifold,
- the air filter unit support at (4),
- the pipes (5) and the connector (6),

16461R

-

the connectors (15) and (16), and the pipe
(17),
the support (19).

Unclip the wiring at (18).

12777R1

-

-

the ignition harness (8) on the coil housing
and move it aside,
the connector (9),
the fasteners securing the ignition harness
support to the manifolds (10) and the rear lifting eye then move aside the support,
the wiring passage fasteners (11),
the earth wires (12),
the pipe (13) and unclip the harness at (14).
12801R1
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TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head gasket
Remove:
- the connector (20),
- the upper fasteners of the rear lifting eyes,
- the inlet manifold,
- the connectors (21) and unclip the harness,
- the harness support (22),

12778-1R
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11

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head gasket
-

the fuel supply and return pipes on the injection rails and move
them aside,
the rear cylinder head ignition harness support and move it aside,
the air distributor - injection rail assembly.

12723-1S
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11

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head gasket
Remove :
- the fasteners securing the oil gauge guide
tube and power steering pipe to the front cylinder head bearing block,
- the fasteners securing the cooling pipe to the
two cylinder heads,

12764S
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11

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head gasket

11

Progressively slacken the camshaft cover block bolts and remove them.
Remove:
- the lifting eyes on the rear cylinder head,

12726S

-

the cylinder head bolts,
the cylinder heads.
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TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head gasket
CLEANING

It is very important that the mating surfaces of
the aluminium parts are not scratched.
Use the product Décapjoint to dissolve the part of
the gasket which remains attached.
Apply the product to the section to be cleaned,
wait approximately ten minutes, then remove it
using a wooden spatula.
It is advisable to wear gloves during this operation.
Your attention is drawn to the care which must
be taken when carrying out this operation to prevent the introduction of foreign bodies into the
oil feed pipes (pipes located in the cylinder block
and in the cylinder heads).

CHECKING THE MATING SURFACE

Check whether the mating surface is deformed.
Maximum deformation: 0.05 mm.
Test the cylinder head to detect any cracks.
During repair, it is permitted to grind the cylinder
heads by 0.20 mm. It is essential to grind both cylinder heads.
Ground cylinder heads must be marked with the
letter R using an electric pen (refer to Workshop
Repair Manual Mot. L7X to locate the surfaces to
be ground).
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11

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head gasket

11

REFITTING - Special features

The cylinder heads are located by two pins each.

12730S
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TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head gasket

11

Fit the new cylinder head gaskets ensuring that the tabs (1) are facing
the outside and check that the oil feed holes (2) are positioned correctly.

12729R

Check the maximum length under the bolt heads: 149.5 mm.
REMINDER

•

To tighten the bolts correctly, remove any oil from the cylinder
head mounting holes using a syringe.

•

Coat the bolt threads and the contact surfaces under the bolt
heads with engine oil.

Tighten the cylinder heads using an angular wrench for cylinder head
tightening (see section 07 - Cylinder head tightening).
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TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head gasket

11

Screw in then progressively tighten the camshaft cover block mounting
bolts in the order specified.

12726R

Tighten the bolts to a torque of 1 daN.m.
NOTE: the camshaft cover blocks are fitted with a composite seal which

can be removed several times. If the seal is damaged, it can be repaired
partially using the sealing product RHODORSEAL 5661 .
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TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head gasket

11

Change the air distributor seals.
Screw in the air distributor - injection rail assembly bolts, pre-tighten
them to 1 daN.m (in the order specified), then tighten them to a torque
of 2.5 daN.m (in the order specified).

12723R

Refit in the reverse order to removal.
Refit the timing belt (refer to the procedure described in section 11 Timing belt).
Fill and bleed the cooling circuit (see section 19 - Filling and bleeding).
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TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshafts

ESSENTIAL SPECIAL TOOLS

Mot.
Mot.
Mot.
Mot.
Mot.
Mot.
Mot.
Mot.
Mot.

1273
1428
1429
1430
1430 -01
1432
1436
1448
1453

Tool for checking belt tension
Tool for immobilising camshaft hubs
Gauge for setting the dynamic tensioner
Crankshaft and camshaft pinion setting pin
Pin for checking the setting of the camshaft pinions
Tool for fitting the camshaft seal
Timing belt retaining clip
Clip pliers for hose clips
Engine anchoring support with several settings

TIGHTENING TORQUES (in daN.m)

Timing dynamic tensioner bolt
Camshaft hub bolt
Camshaft pinion bolt
Suspended engine mounting cover bolt
Right front suspended engine mounting
movement limiter mounting nut
Crankshaft pulley bolt
Wheel bolt

2.5
8
1
6.2
7
2.5
10

REMOVAL

Place the vehicle on a two post lift.
Disconnect the battery.
Remove the timing belt (refer to the procedure
described in Section 11 - Timing belt).
Refit the engine mounting and remove the engine support tool.
Remove:
- the setting pins,
- the camshaft pinions - hubs assembly immobilising the hubs using tool Mot. 1428.
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11

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshafts

11

WARNING: the camshaft pinions
- hubs assembly mounting bolts
have a left-hand thread. The arrows (A) on the bolt head indicate the direction of tightening.

12716-1R

Remove:
- the inner timing covers,

12714R
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TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshafts
-

the air filter assembly,
the accelerator cable and the speed regulation diaphragm at (7),
the brake booster vacuum pipe on the inlet
manifold,
the air filter until support at (4),
the pipes (5) and the connector (6),

-

-

12777R1

the ignition harness (8) on the coils housing
and move it aside,
the connector (9),
the fasteners securing the ignition harness
support to the manifold (10) and the rear lifting plate then move aside the support,
the wiring passage mountings (11),
the earth wires (12),
the pipe (13) and unclip the harness at (14).

16461R
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11

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshafts

11

Unclip the wiring at (18)
Remove:
- the connectors (15) and (16), and the pipe
(17),
- the support (19),

12778-1R

12801R1

-

the connector (20),
the rear lifting plates upper fasteners,
the inlet manifold,
the connectors (21) and unclip the harness,
the harness support (22),

11-29

the rear cylinder head ignition harness support and move it aside,
the fasteners securing the oil gauge guide
tube and power steering pipe to the front cylinder head bearing block.

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshafts

11

Progressively slacken the camshaft cover block bolts and remove the
blocks.

12723S

11-30

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshafts
Carry out the same operations for the camshaft
bearing cap castings (use a mallet to detach
them).

11

REFITTING

Lubricate the cams and the bearings.
Fit the camshafts.
IDENTIFICATION OF CAMSHAFTS

The longest camshafts are fitted to the front cylinder head and are identified by a marking at (D).

12694S

Remove the camshafts.

CLEANING
12677R

It is very important that the mating surfaces of
the aluminium parts are not scratched.
Intake:
Exhaust
X : timing end

Use the product Décapjoint to dissolve the part of
the gasket which remains attached.
Apply the product to the section to be cleaned,
wait approximately ten minutes, then remove it
using a wooden spatula.
It is advisable to wear gloves during this operation.
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D = A279
D = E281

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshafts
The shortest camshafts are fitted to the rear cylinder head and are identified by a marking at (F).

12676R

Intake:
Exhaust
X : timing end

F = A278
F = E280
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11

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshafts

11

Check that the locating pins (1) are present and that they are positioned correctly.
Check the longitudinal clearance of the camshafts (see manual Mot.
L7X).
Apply a bead (A) of RHODORSEAL 5661 to the mating surface.

12695R1

Fit the camshaft bearing cap castings.
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TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshafts
Screw in then progressively tighten the mounting
bolts in the following order:

12694R

Tighten the bolts to a torque of 0.8 daN.m.
Refit the camshaft cover blocks after cleaning the
seals and the mating surfaces.
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11

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshafts

11

Screw in then progressively tighten the mounting bolts in the order
specified.

12726R

Tighten the bolts to a torque of 1 daN.m.
NOTE: the camshaft cover blocks are fitted with a composite seal which

can be removed several times. If the seal is damaged, it can be repaired
partially using the sealing product RHODORSEAL 5661 .
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TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshafts
Fit the camshaft seals using tool Mot. 1432.

12722R

NOTE: before fitting the camshaft seals, check

that the bases of the seal housings are clean and
free of sealing compound.
Refit in the reverse order to removal.
Refit the timing belt (refer to the procedure described in Section 11 - Timing belt).
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FUEL MIXTURE
Specifications

12

Engine
Vehicle

Gearbox
Type Index

B54N

LM0

L7X

713

Bore
(mm)

Stroke
(mm)

Cubic
capacity
(cm 3)

Compression
ratio

Catalytic
converter

87

82.6

2 946

10.5/1

C105

Index

L7X

713

EU 96

Checks carried out at idle*

Engine

Type

Emission
control
standard

Engine
speed
(rpm)
650±50

Fuel***
(minimum octane
rating)

Emission of pollutants **
CO (%) (1)

CO 2 (%)

HC (ppm)

0.5 max.

14.5 min.

100 max.

Lambda (λ)
0.97<λ<1.03

Unleaded (IO 95)

(1) at 2500 rpm, the CO should be 0.3 maximum.
*
**
***

For a coolant temperature greater than 80°C and after a constant idle speed of 2500 rpm for
approximately 30 seconds. Check to be carried out after return to idle.
For the legislative values, refer to the specifications for the country concerned.
Compatible IO 91 unleaded.

Temperature in °C (± 1°)

0

20

40

80

90

Air temperature sensor
NTC type
Resistance in Ohms

5500 to 6500

2000 to 3000

1000 to 1500

-

-

Coolant temperature sensor
NTC type (green 2-way
connector)
Resistance in Ohms

5500 to 6500

2000 to 3000

1000 to 1500

270 to 350

220 to 250
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FUEL MIXTURE
Specifications
DESCRIPTION

Computer

12

BRAND/TYPE
BOSCH/MP7.0

SPECIAL NOTES

55-way

Injection

Semi-sequential multipoint regulated

Ignition

Static with three-coil monobloc with twin output
Power module incorporated in the computer
One knock sensor
Tightening torque 2 daN.m
Order of ignition: 1 - 6 - 3 - 5 - 2 - 4

NGK PFR6E-10

Fuel filter
Supply pump

Resistance (Ω)

1-2 | 3-4
1-4 | 1-3
2-3 | 2-4

1.1

Cylinders high
voltage

12.5

Resistance of tracks 1-2 : 375 Ω

Top dead centre sensor
Spark plugs

Tracks

Gap:
Tightening:

1 mm (adjustable)
2.5 to 3 daN.m

Secured at the front of the tank under the vehicle.
Replacement at general service.
WALBRO

Submerged in the tank
Output:
80 litres/hour minimum under a
regulated pressure of 3 bars and
under a voltage of 12 volts

Pressure regulator

BOSCH

Regulated pressure
Under zero vacuum:
Under 500 mbars vacuum:

Electromagnetic injector

BOSCH

Voltage:
Resistance:

Throttle housing

SOLEX

Marking 649

Throttle potentiometer

BOSCH

Voltage:

3 ± 0.2 bars
2.5 ± 0.2 bars

12 Volts
13±1 Ω

5 Volts
Resistance

12-2

Track

No-load (Ω)

Full-load (Ω)

1-2

1930

1930

1-3

1130

2680

2-3

2515

970

FUEL MIXTURE
Specifications
DESCRIPTION

Idle regulation solenoid valve

Canister fuel vapour
rebreathing
Solenoid valve
Heated oxygen sensor

12

BRAND/TYPE

BOSCH

SPECIAL NOTES

Voltage:
Resistance of tracks

12 Volts
1-3:
24 Ω
1-2 : 12 Ω
2-3 : 12 Ω

Voltage:
Resistance :
77 00 105 557
index B
BOSCH LSW 24 WS

12 volts (RCO control)
30±5 Ω

Voltage supplied at 850°C
Rich mixture> 625 mvolts
Lean mixture: 0 to 80 mvolts
Heating resistance track 1-2 : 2 to 15 Ω
Tightening torque: 4 to 5 daN.m
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FUEL MIXTURE
Air intake
INTAKE CIRCUIT

The air intake circuit is fitted with a silencer the purpose of which is to reduce intake noise.

16456R

1
2
3
4
5

Air filter
Air intake pipe
Throttle housing
Inlet manifold
Intake distributor

F

Cold air inlet

12-4

12

FUEL MIXTURE
Throttle housing

12

TIGHTENING TORQUES (in daN.m)

Mounting bolt securing the throttle housing
to the inlet manifold
2

REMOVAL

Disconnect:
- the battery,
- the accelerator cable,
- the speed regulator pin ball joint (1),
- the throttle potentiometer connector (3).
Remove:
- the air filter unit (four bolts two of which are
Torx bolts),
- the accelerator cable sheath end (2),
- the air intake pipe (disconnect the oil vapours
rebreathing pipe and the idle solenoid valve
air take-off)),
- the fuel vapours rebreathing pipe (5),
- the oil vapours rebreathing pipe (4).

12705M

Remove the bolts securing the throttle housing
then remove the throttle housing.
NOTE: the throttle position potentiometer cannot

be adjusted.
REFITTING

Replace the paper seal with a new seal.
Refit in the reverse order to removal.

16420S
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FUEL MIXTURE
Inlet manifold

12

Remove:
- the idle regulation solenoid valve (8),

TIGHTENING TORQUES (in daN.m)

Inlet manifold mounting bolt

2

REMOVAL

Disconnect the battery.
Remove:
- the sound-deadening cover on the engine,
- the throttle housing. To do this, refer to the
procedure described on the previous page.
Disconnect:
- the coil high voltage wires,
- the earth wires (1).
16423R

Remove:
- the wiring support mounting bolts (2), then
tilt the support forwards,

-

the inlet manifold mounting bolts, then remove the manifold.

When removing the manifold, disconnect the vacuum take-off pipe (9).

12699R2

Remove:
- the mounting nut (3) securing the ignition
high voltage harness support to the manifold,
- the lifting eye mounting bolts (4).

12757R2

REFITTING

Disconnect:
- the pressure sensor connector (5),
- the vacuum take-off pipe (6),
- the injector wiring connector (7).

Replace the paper seal with a new seal.
Refit in the reverse order to removal.
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FUEL MIXTURE
Intake distributor

12

TIGHTENING TORQUES (in daN.m)

Distributor mounting bolt

2.5

Remove the inlet manifold (see previous page).
Change the air distributor seals.
Screw in the air distributor - injection rail assembly bolts, pre-tighten
them to 1 daN.m (in the order specified), then tighten to a torque of
2.5 daN.m (in the order specified).

12753-1R
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FUEL MIXTURE
Exhaust downpipe

ESSENTIAL SPECIAL TOOLS

Mot.
453 -01
T. Av. 476
T. Av. 1233 -01

Hose clamp
Tool for extracting ball joints
Tool for working on the subframe - axle

TIGHTENING TORQUES (in daN.m)

Wheel bolt
Universal joint bolt
Front sub-frame mounting bolt
Rear sub-frame mounting bolt
Sub-frame stiffener bolt
Engine tie-bar bolt
Steering ball joint nut
Anti-roll bar rod nut

10
2.5
3.6
9
6
15
4
3.8

Place the vehicle on a two post lift.
REMOVAL
95417S

Disconnect the battery.
Remove:
- the two front wheels,
- the engine undertray,
- the right side mud shield,
- the steering ball joint nuts using tool T. Av.
476 and remove these ball joints from the stub
axle carrier.
Before folding back the universal joint, fit a steering wheel immobilising tool in the passenger
compartment.
Remove the universal joint nut and eccentric bolt.
Also remove the nut retaining cage.
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12

FUEL MIXTURE
Exhaust downpipe
Remove the bolt which assembles the two steering unit pipes.

12

Remove:
- the clip securing the downpipe to the front
exhaust manifold,

16422S

12656S

Disconnect the steering unit pipes, after first fitting two clamps Mot. 453-01 on the two pipes leaving the reservoir.

-

the clip securing the downpipe to the rear exhaust manifold,

Remove:
- the two nuts at the ends of the anti-roll bar,
- the engine tie-bar bolt,
- the sub-frame stiffeners rear bolts (two bolts).
One by one, replace the sub-frame mounting
bolts with the threaded rods T. Av. 1233-01.

12660S

16416R
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FUEL MIXTURE
Exhaust downpipe
-

the mounting nuts securing the exhaust
downpipe to the catalytic converter.

12

Slacken the nuts of tool T. Av. 1233-01 to lower
the sub-frame as much as possible.

16416S

Disconnect the oxygen sensor connector.
Remove the exhaust downpipe completely, it will
be necessary to force the downpipe from the
front manifold to be able to remove it completely.

12659S

Disconnect the variable power steering actuator
solenoid connector.

REFITTING

Refit in the reverse order to removal, observing
the tightening torques.

16421S
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FUEL MIXTURE
Front exhaust manifold
-

TIGHTENING TORQUES (in daN.m)

Front exhaust manifold nuts

the clip securing the downpipe to the rear exhaust manifold.

3

Place the vehicle on a two post lift.
REMOVAL

Disconnect the battery.
Remove:
- the right front wheel,
- the engine undertray,
- the right side mud shield,
- the clip securing the downpipe to the front
exhaust manifold.

12660S

-

the mounting nuts securing the exhaust
downpipe to the catalytic converter.

12656S

12659S
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12

FUEL MIXTURE
Front exhaust manifold
-

the heat shield (1) on the exhaust downpipe.

-

12

the heat shield (3) underneath the exhaust
manifold.

12683R

-

the exhaust manifold upper heat shield (5),

12656-1R

-

the starter heat shield (4).

12761R

12779R
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FUEL MIXTURE
Front exhaust manifold
-

the nuts securing the manifold (6) then remove the manifold.

12760R

REFITTING

Change the seal.
Then refit in the reverse order to removal.

12-13

12

FUEL MIXTURE
Rear exhaust manifold

Remove the exhaust manifold mounting nuts,
then remove the manifold.

TIGHTENING TORQUES (in daN.m)

Wheel bolt
Universal joint bolt
Front sub-frame mounting bolt
Rear sub-frame mounting bolt
Sub-frame stiffener bolt
Engine tie-bar bolt
Steering unit mounting bolt
Steering ball joint nut
Anti-roll bar rod nut

12

10
2.5
3.6
9
6
15
6.6
4
3.8

Place the vehicle on a two post lift.
REMOVAL

Disconnect the battery.
Remove:
- the exhaust downpipe. To do this, refer to the
procedure described on the relevant page,
- the manifold heat shield,

16418S

REFITTING

Change the seal.
Refit in the reverse order to removal, observing
the tightening torques.

12759S
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FUEL SUPPLY
Injection rail
To remove the two injection rails, or the rear rail
only, the inlet manifold and the intake distributor
must be removed (refer to the "inlet manifold"
section), and the two rails must then be separated
from the distributor.

13

REMOVAL OF THE FRONT RAIL ONLY

Disconnect the battery.
Remove the sound-deadening cover.
Disconnect:
- the coil high voltage wires (1),
- the oil vapours rebreathing pipe (3),
- the injectors,
- the fuel pipe (4) connecting the two injection
rails.
Remove:
- the bolts securing the earth wires (2),
- the bolts (5) securing the wiring to the air filter,
- the bolts (7) securing the wiring support and
tilt the support rearward,

12704S

12699R1

12703S

To refit the distributor, refer to the procedure
described in section 12 "Intake distributor" for
the bolt tightening order.

13-1

the bolts securing the injection rail to the intake distributor.

FUEL SUPPLY
Injection rail

13

Lift the injection rail and disconnect the vacuum
pipe connected to the fuel pressure regulator.
Remove the injection rail.

12703S
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FUEL SUPPLY
Supply pressure

13

CHECKING THE SUPPLY PRESSURE AND THE PUMP OUTPUT

ESSENTIAL SPECIAL TOOLS

Mot. 1311-01
Mot. 1311-03

Kit for checking fuel pressure
Pressure measuring union

CHECKING THE PRESSURE

Remove the upper plastic cover protecting the cylinder head cover.
A quick-release union, specially provided for measuring pressure, is located at the end of the injection rail.
Use tool Mot. 1311-03 to connect to this union.
Tool Mot. 1311-03 is to be incorporated with kit
Mot. 1311-01.
16419R

Connect tool Mot. 1311-03 to the pressure gauge
0 ; + 10 bars.

98548R1

12702S

Shunt terminals (3) and (5) of the pump relay
(236). Check the pressure, it should be 3 ± 0.2
bars.

When a vacuum of 500 mbars is applied to the
pressure regulator, the fuel pressure should be 2.5
bars±0.2.
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FUEL SUPPLY
Anti-percolation system

13

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

The anti-percolation relay control (279) is controlled directly by the injection computer.
The coolant temperature information is taken from the injection coolant temperature sensor.

Switching off of the ignition
Entry into the anti-percolation phase.

Monitoring of the coolant temperature

Temperature ≤ 102°C

no

yes

Low speed
fan assembly supply

*

no

yes

no

Temperature ≤ 100°C

Time ≥4 minutes
yes

yes

Battery voltage ≤ 11.5 Volts

Cutting off of the fans for 2
minutes
no

Anti-percolation operation
deactivated, fan assembly
deactivated.

* Operating time of the anti-percolation function:30 minutes maximum.
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ANTI-POLLUTION
Fuel vapours rebreathing

14

BASIC DIAGRAM OF THE CIRCUIT

12697R

1
2
3
4
5
R

Canister
Solenoid valve
Engine
Inlet manifold
Throttle housing
Pipe from the tank

12778R
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ANTI-POLLUTION
Fuel vapours rebreathing

14

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

CANISTER PURGE CONDITION

Tank breathing is via the fuel vapours absorber
(canister)

During the mixture regulation phase, if the
coolant temperature is greater than 60°C, purging
is carried out for 1 minute, then prohibited for 1
minute. This cycle takes place several times, then
the purging time is increased to 5 minutes and 30
seconds with the purge prohibiting time still one
minute.

The fuel vapours are retained on passing through
the activated carbon in the absorber (canister).
To prevent the fuel vapours in the canister from
evaporating into the atmosphere when the tank is
opened, a valve isolates the canister from the tank
when the filler cap is removed.

Outside the mixture regulation phase, purging is
carried out if the full-load position is recognised.

The fuel vapours in the canister are eliminated
and burnt by the engine.

It is possible to display the canister purge solenoid
valve opening cyclic ratio using the diagnostic
equipment (canister RCO). The solenoid valve is
closed if the canister RCO value is 0%.

To do this, the canister and the inlet manifold are
connected via a pipe. This pipe is fitted with a solenoid valve which authorises purging of the canister.
The principle of the solenoid valve is to offer a variable passage selection (in line with the RCO signal emitted by the injection computer).

14-2

ANTI-POLLUTION
Fuel vapours rebreathing

Check at idle speed, by connecting a pressure
gauge (- 3 ; +3 bars) (Mot. 1311-01) to the outlet
(D) of the solenoid valve, that there is no vacuum
(in the same way, the command value read by the
diagnostic equipment remains minimal X = 0 % ).
Is there a vacuum?

CHECKING THE OPERATION OF THE CANISTER
PURGING

A system malfunction may result in an unstable
idle or stalling of the engine.
Check the conformity of the circuit (refer to the
basic diagrams).

YES

Check the condition of the pipes to the tank.

NO

With the ignition off, using a vacuum
pump, apply a vacuum of 500 mbars to the
solenoid valve at (C). This should not vary
by more than 10 mbars in 30 seconds.
Does the pressure vary?
YES

The solenoid valve is faulty, change
it. Also, it is necessary to blow into
the pipe connecting the solenoid
valve to the canister to eliminate
any particles of activated carbon.

NO

There is an electrical problem,
check the circuit.

Under purge conditions (above idle speed
and engine warm), an increase in the
vacuum should be observed (at the same
time, an increase in the canister RCO value
is observed on the diagnostic equipment).

It is also possible to check the tank breather. After
removing the tank filler cap, use a vacuum pump
to apply a vacuum to the pipe at (B). The fact that
it is possible to create a vacuum in this pipe shows
that the over-filling prevention valve is sealed
correctly.

97393R5

1
2
3
4

14

Inlet manifold
Canister purge solenoid valve
Canister
Tank

On the contrary, when the filler cap is refitted, the
vacuum should quickly disappear showing that
the pipe is not blocked and that there is
communication with the degassing chambers
inside the tank.
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ANTI-POLLUTION
Oil vapours rebreathing
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PRESENTATION OF THE CIRCUIT

12698R

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Front cylinder head
Rear cylinder head
Oil separator
Engine
Throttle housing
Inlet manifold
Air pipe
Front cylinder head cover/ oil separator pipe
Rear cylinder head cover/ oil separator pipe

A

Circuit upstream of the throttle housing
This circuit is used for average and high loads. The vapours are drawn back by
the vacuum in the air pipe (7).

B

Circuit downstream of the throttle housing.
This circuit is used for low loads. The vapours are drawn back by the vacuum
between the throttle and the engine.
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ANTI-POLLUTION
Oil vapours rebreathing

14

12725R

To remove the oil separator, the inlet manifold and the intake
distributor must be removed.
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STARTING - CHARGING
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IDENTIFICATION

VEHICLE

ENGINE

ALTERNATOR

AMPERAGE

B54N

L7X

Valéo A 13 VI 201

120 A

CHECK

After 15 minutes of warming up under a voltage of 13.5 volts.

Engine rpm

120 amps

1500

26

4000

94

6000

105

16-1

STARTING - CHARGING
Alternator
REMOVAL

Place the vehicle on a two post lift.
Remove the engine undertray.
Disconnect the battery and the electrical
connections on the alternator.
Remove:
- the accessories belt (refer to the procedure
described in Section 07 - Accessories belt
tensioning),
- the power steering pump pulley,
- the alternator.
REFITTING

Refit in the reverse order to removal.

16-2
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STARTING - CHARGING
Starter

16

IDENTIFICATION

VEHICLE

ENGINE

STARTER

B54N

L7X

VALÉO D7R17

16-3

STARTING - CHARGING
Starter
The removal - refitting of the starter does not
present any particular difficulties and is carried
out by removing the oil filter.

12779-1S

Check the engine oil level.
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IGNITION
Static ignition
The ignition is controlled by the injection / ignition computer.
The order of ignition is 1 - 6 - 3 - 5 - 2 - 4.
PRESENTATION

The system consists of:
- the injection computer (the ignition power stage is incorporated in
the computer),
- three coils (1) with twin outputs,
- six spark plugs,
- a knock sensor.
COILS (1)

There are three coils, moulded into a single block and installed on the
front cylinders cylinder head cover.
They cover the front cylinders spark plugs.

12769-1R

Track 1 of the computer controls the coil of cylinders 1 and 5.
Track 20 of the computer controls the coil of cylinders 2 and 6.
Track 21 of the computer controls the coil of cylinders 3 and 4.

17-1
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IGNITION
Static ignition
SPARK PLUGS
NGK PFR6E-10

Gap: 1 mm (adjustable)
Tightening: 2.5 to 3 daN.m.
FRONT CYLINDERS

These can be removed after first removing the engine cover and the coils
(1).

12769-1R
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IGNITION
Static ignition

17

REAR CYLINDERS

These can be removed after first removing the inlet manifold (2).
Refer to the removal - refitting procedure described in section 12 "Inlet manifold".

12757R1

To remove the spark plugs, use the spark plug kit
Elé. 1382.

11808R
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INJECTION
General

17

SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE MULTIPOINT INJECTION

•

55-way BOSCH MP7.0 computer.

•

Semi-sequential multipoint injection, control of the injectors two by two (injectors of cylinders 1 and 5 / 3
and 4 / 2 and 6).

•

Static ignition with three coils with twin outputs.

•

Canister purge solenoid valve controlled by opening cyclic ratio.

•

Anti-percolation function (control of fan assemblies at low speed).

•

Idle speed correction in line with:
- the air conditioning,
- the electric heated windscreen,
- the power steering pressure switch,
- the battery voltage.

•

Injection warning light on the instrument panel operational.

•

The maximum engine speed is 6,560 rpm.

•

In the event of a coolant temperature sensor fault, the diagnostic equipment indicates this in downgraded mode (69°C engine running).

•

In the event of an air temperature sensor fault, the diagnostic equipment indicates this in downgraded
mode (39°C engine running).

•

Standard 2nd generation engine immobiliser.
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INJECTION
Location of components

16457

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Inertia switch
Fuel vapours rebreathing solenoid valve
Pressure sensor
Injection harness
Coils
Idle regulation solenoid valve
Throttle position potentiometer
Relay
Air temperature sensor
Air filter
Coolant temperature sensor
Power steering pressure switch
Fuel vapours absorber (canister)
Injection computer
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INJECTION
Location of components
3

Canister purge solenoid valve

4
5
6
11

17

Injection harness
Pressure sensor
Idle regulation solenoid valve
Throttle position potentiometer

16423R1

7

12778R1

Oxygen sensor

13 Air temperature sensor
21 Air filter

12659-1R2

16420R
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INJECTION
Location of components
2

Computer

17

23 Coolant temperature sensor
25 Coils

16424R
12769-1R2

8

Knock sensor
10 Idle regulation solenoid valve
22 Top dead centre sensor

12725R1

12801-1R
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INJECTION
Location of components
1
2
3
4
5
6

17

Oxygen sensor heating relay
Ignition relay
Anti-percolation relay
Starting relay
Locking relay
Fuel pump relay

16419R1
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INJECTION
Engine immobiliser function

17

This vehicle is fitted with a 2nd generation engine immobiliser system. For the injection computer to operate,
it is ESSENTIAL to programme it with the engine immobiliser code.

REPLACEMENT OF AN INJECTION COMPUTER

The computers are supplied without a code. Following replacement of a computer, the new computer must
be programmed with the vehicle code, and the correct operation of the engine immobiliser function must be
checked.
To do this, simply switch on the ignition for a few seconds then switch it off.

CHECKING THE ENGINE IMMOBILISER FUNCTION

Remove the key from the ignition switch, after 10 seconds the red engine immobiliser warning light should
flash (to check that it is impossible to start the engine, refer to Technical Note 2958A).

TESTING AN INJECTION COMPUTER WITHOUT A CODE BORROWED FROM THE WAREHOUSE (this operation is

extremely inadvisable)
WARNING: before testing an injection computer, it is essential to programme it with the vehicle’s engine

immobiliser code for it to be able to operate. Following the test, it is essential to erase the code from the
computer before returning it to the warehouse. If the code is not erased, the computer will be unusable. This
operation must be carried out by suitably trained personnel. To erase the code from the computer, refer to
Technical Note 2958A.
IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO BORROW A CODED COMPUTER FROM ANOTHER VEHICLE TO CARRY OUT A TEST.
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INJECTION
Injection fault warning light

17

PRINCIPLE OF ILLUMINATION OF THE INJECTION FAULT WARNING LIGHT ON THE INSTRUMENT PANEL

•

Vehicle with engine immobiliser system deactivated
When the ignition is switched on, the injection warning light illuminates for 3 seconds then goes out and
the red engine immobiliser warning light, previously flashing, illuminates for 3 seconds then goes out.

•

Vehicle with engine immobiliser active
When the ignition is switched on, the computer does not recognise the code and prevents starting. The
injection warning light illuminates for 3 seconds then goes out.
Before the ignition is switched on, the red engine immobiliser warning light flashes. When the ignition is
switched on, the same warning light flashes twice as fast.
If an engine immobiliser system fault is detected while the engine is running, the injection warning light
flashes during the range of use between idle speed and approximately 1,500 rpm.

•

Failure of a component of the injection system
Faults resulting in illumination of the warning light:
- absolute pressure sensor,
- throttle position potentiometer,
- injectors,
- knock sensor,
- idle regulation valve.

17-10

INJECTION
Injection / automatic transmission strategy
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION COMPUTER TO INJECTION COMPUTER CONNECTION

"Park"/ "Neutral" position and torque reduction information.
These two items of information are transmitted along a single injection computer track.
The torque reduction is carried out on the ascending and descending gears.
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INJECTION
Injection / air conditioning strategy

17

AIR CONDITIONING / INJECTION COMPUTER CONNECTION

The electrical connection:
-

from the air conditioning computer to the injection computer is via a wire. The AC operation information
is transmitted along this track. The injection computer deduces the AC selection information from this:
track 40.

-

from the injection computer to the air conditioning computer is via a wire. The compressor operation
authorisation or prohibition information is transmitted along this track: track 23.

COMPRESSOR OPERATION STRATEGY

During certain phases of operation, the injection computer prohibits operation of the compressor.
Engine starting strategy
Compressor operation is prohibited for 2 seconds after the engine is started.
Overheating protection strategy
The compressor is not engaged if the coolant temperature is + 115°C or above or if the temperature is 0°C or
below.
Over-revving protection strategy
Compressor operation is prohibited if the engine speed is greater than 6,000 rpm.
Strategy for release of power
Compressor operation is prohibited in line with a pattern which includes the engine speed and the throttle
angle (for example: at 1,000 rpm, the compressor is cut off at 70 % opening of the throttle, at 4,500 rpm, the
compressor is cut off at 90 % opening of the throttle).
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INJECTION
Idle speed correction

17

POWER STEERING PRESSURE SWITCH - INJECTION COMPUTER CONNECTION

The injection computer receives information from the power steering pressure switch. This information
depends on the pressure in the hydraulic circuit. The higher the pressure, the more energy is absorbed by the
power steering pump.
To compensate for this absorption of energy, the injection computer increases the percentage opening of the
idle regulation solenoid valve.
The information is received on track 54 of the injection computer. When the pressure switch is closed, the
computer receives an earth. The idle speed is adjusted to 650 rpm.

CORRECTION OF THE IDLE SPEED IN LINE WITH THE BATTERY VOLTAGE

The purpose of this correction is to compensate for the drop in voltage due to the operation of power
consuming equipment when the battery charge is low. To do this, the idle speed is increased, thus permitting
the rotation of the alternator to be increased resulting in an increase in the battery voltage.
The lower the voltage, the more significant the correction. Therefore, the engine speed correction is variable.
It begins when the voltage falls below 12.4 Volts. The correction starts at the nominal engine speed and may
reach 800 rpm maximum.

CORRECTION OF THE IDLE SPEED IN LINE WITH THE HEATED ELECTRIC WINDSCREEN INFORMATION

If the electric windscreen is selected, the computer receives + 12 V information. The idle speed remains at 650
rpm. The opening of the idle solenoid valve is increased to compensate for the absorption of energy by the
alternator.

CORRECTION OF THE IDLE SPEED IN LINE WITH THE AIR CONDITIONING SELECTION

If the air conditioning is selected, the idle speed is fixed at 700 rpm.
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INJECTION
Adaptive idle speed correction

17

PRINCIPLE

Under normal operating conditions when warm, the idle speed RCO varies between an upper value and a lower value to obtain the nominal idle speed.
It is possible, following a variation in operation (running in, fouling up of the engine...), for the idle speed
RCO value to be close to the upper or lower value.
The adaptive correction of the idle speed RCO makes it possible to compensate for slow variations in the engine’s air requirements to realign the RCO to an nominal average value.
This correction is only effective if the coolant temperature is greater than 80 °C, 20 seconds after the engine is
started and if the nominal idle speed regulation phase is active.
VALUES OF THE IDLE SPEED RCO AND ITS ADAPTIVE CORRECTION

Nominal
idle speed

X = 650 rpm

Idle speed RCO

20 %≤X≤40 %

Idle speed
adaptation value

Limit:
min. : - 12.5 %
max. : +12.5 %

INTERPRETATION OF THESE PARAMETERS

In the presence of excess air (air leak, throttle limit misadjusted...), the idle speed increases and the idle speed
RCO value decreases to return to the nominal idle speed. The idle speed RCO adaptive correction value decreases to realign the idle speed regulation operation.
If there is a lack of air (fouling up, etc.), the reasoning is reversed:
The idle speed RCO increases and the adaptive correction also increases to realign the idle speed regulation
operation.
IMPORTANT: after clearing the computer memory, it is essential to start the engine and then switch it off to

permit resetting of the potentiometer. Start the engine again and let it run at idle so that the adaptive correction can take place.
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INJECTION
Mixture regulation

17

OXYGEN SENSOR VOLTAGE

Reading of the parameter: "Sensor voltage" on the diagnostic equipment: the value read represents the voltage supplied to the computer by the oxygen sensor. It is expressed in millivolts.
When the engine is looped, the value of the voltage should fluctuate rapidly and should be between 50±50
mV (lean mixture) and 850 ± 50 mV (rich mixture) and vice versa.
The smaller the difference between the maximum and minimum values, the less reliable is the information
from the sensor (this difference is usually at least 500 mV).

MIXTURE CORRECTION

Reading of the parameter: "Mixture correction" on the diagnostic equipment: the value read represents the
average of the mixture corrections made by the computer in line with the richness of the carbonised mixture
seen by the oxygen sensor (the oxygen sensor in fact analyses the oxygen content of the exhaust gas).
The correction value has a mid-point of 1.
- Value below 1: leaner mixture required
- Value above 1: richer mixture required

ENTRY INTO THE MIXTURE REGULATION PHASE

Looping phase
Entry into the mixture regulation phase takes effect after a starting delay, if the coolant temperature has reached 9°C.
The starting delay depends on the coolant temperature:
- at 20°C it is 25 seconds maximum
- at 80°C is is 8 seconds maximum
Before entry into the mixture regulation phase, the value of the parameter is 1.

Unlooping phase
In the mixture regulation phase, the phases of operation (mixture regulation= 1) during which the computer
does not take into account the value of the voltage supplied by the sensor are:
-

at full-load,
during heavy acceleration,
during deceleration with no-load information (cutting off of the injection),
in the event of failure of the oxygen sensor.

DOWNGRADED MODE IN THE EVENT OF FAILURE OF THE OXYGEN SENSOR

If a failure present on the oxygen sensor is detected and if the failure has already been stored, the system
goes straight into an open loop.
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INJECTION
Adaptive mixture correction

17

PRINCIPLE

During the looping phase (see section 17 "Mixture regulation"), the mixture regulation corrects the injection
time to obtain a dose as close as possible to mixture 1. The correction value is close to 1.
However, variations may occur on the components of the injection system causing the correction to be offset
to obtain mixture 1.
The adaptive correction makes it possible to offset the injection pattern to realign the mixture regulation
around 1and maintain its constant correction authority to make the mixture richer or leaner.
The adaptive mixture regulation correction can be broken down into two sections:
- adaptive correction mainly at average and high engine loads (parameter: "Operating mixture adaptation
value"),
- adaptive correction mainly at idle speed and low engine loads (parameter: "Idle speed mixture adaptation
value").

L7X 713 engine

Parameter

0.75 ≤ X ≤ 1.25

Operating mixture adaptation value

-1≤X≤+1

Idle speed mixture adaptation value

The adaptive corrections only take effect if the engine is warm and in the looping phase (variable mixture
correction).
Therefore, it is necessary, following reinitialisation of the computer, to carry out a road test.

ROAD TEST

Conditions:
- mixture regulation already active for more than 20 seconds,
- engine warm (coolant temperature > 80°C).
Carry out a road test passing through all the phases of engine operation, from idle speed to full load (a 15 minute road test is sufficient).
Following this test, the corrections are operational.
The idle speed mixture adaptation value varies most significantly at idle speeds and low loads and the operating mixture adaptation value varies most significantly at average and high loads, but both take effect during
all ranges of manifold pressure.
The test must be followed by normal, smooth and varied driving for a distance of 3 to 6 miles (5 to 10 kilometres).
After the test, read the parameter values on the diagnostic equipment. Initially 1 and 0, they should have
changed. If they have not, repeat the test taking care to observe the conditions strictly.
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INJECTION
Adaptive mixture correction

17

INTERPRETATION OF THE VALUES GATHERED FOLLOWING A ROAD TEST

In the case of a lack of fuel (injectors clogged, pressure and flow of fuel too low, ...), the mixture regulation
increases to obtain a mixture as close as possible to 1 and the adaptive mixture correction increases until the
mixture correction again fluctuates around 1.
In the event of an excessive amount of fuel the reasoning is reversed:
The mixture regulation decreases and the adaptive correction decreases as well to realign the mixture correction around 1.
COMMENT: analysis of the idle speed mixture adaptation value is still inaccurate as this correction takes place

mainly at idle speed and at low loads and is, furthermore, very sensitive.
Therefore, hasty conclusions must not be drawn from these parameters. It is more advisable to analyse the
position of the operating mixture adaptation value.
The information provided by these two parameters therefore gives an idea of the operating mixture of the
engine, thus providing a direction for fault finding. For these parameters to be useful in fault finding, conclusions can only be drawn from their value if they are at the minimum or maximum correction limit and if both
parameters have the same direction.

IMPORTANT: the mixture adaptation values must only be used and analysed following a customer
complaint, an operating fault and if they are at the limit with drifting of the "Mixture correction" parameter.
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Allocation of computer tracks
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ALLOCATION OF INJECTION COMPUTER INPUTS AND OUTPUTS
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23
24
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28
30
31
32
35
36
37
38
40
42
16726S

43
44
45
48
49
50
51
53
54
55
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IGNITION OF CYLINDERS N° 1 AND 5
POWER EARTH
FUEL PUMP RELAY CONTROL
IDLE SPEED ACTUATOR (OPENING)
CANISTER PURGE SOLENOID VALVE CONTROL
ENGINE LOAD/ENGINE COOLANT T° INFORMATION
INTAKE PRESSURE SENSOR SIGNAL
ELECTRIC WINDSCREEN SIGNAL
VEHICLE SPEED SENSOR SIGNAL
OXYGEN SENSOR SIGNAL EARTH
KNOCK SENSOR SIGNAL
5V SENSOR SUPPLY
DIAGNOSTIC LINE L
POWER EARTH AND KNOCK SHIELDING
FAULT WARNING LIGHT CONTROL
INJECTORS 3 AND 4 CONTROL
INJECTORS 1 AND 5 CONTROL
+ BEFORE IGNITION
ELECTRONIC EARTH O2 SENSOR SHIELDING
IGNITION OF CYLINDERS N° 2 AND 6
IGNITION OF CYLINDERS N° 3 AND 4
IDLE SPEED ACTUATOR (CLOSING)
AC COMPRESSOR PROHIBITION
EARTH
SENSORS EARTH
+ AFTER IGNITION SUPPLY
OXYGEN SENSOR SIGNAL
KNOCK SENSOR EARTH
THROTTLE POSITION SIGNAL
CONSUMPTION SIGNAL
INJECTORS 2 AND 6 CONTROL
MAIN RELAY CONTROL
+ AFTER MAIN RELAY
FAN ASSEMBLY OUTPUT
AC COMPRESSOR OPERATION
P/N AND TORQUE REDUCTION
ENGINE SPEED INFORMATION
AIR TEMPERATURE SIGNAL
COOLANT TEMPERATURE SIGNAL
ENGINE SPEED SENSOR SIGNAL
ENGINE SPEED SENSOR SIGNAL
SOFTWARE LOCKING SIGNAL
OXYGEN SENSOR HEATING RELAY CONTROL
THROTTLE POTENTIOMETER SIGNAL
POWER STEERING PRESSURE SWITCH SIGNAL
DIAGNOSTIC LINE K
OUTPUT SIGNAL
INPUT SIGNAL
INTERACTIVE SIGNAL
ELECTRICAL CONNECTION

INJECTION
Wiring diagram
PARTS LIST

118
119
120
146
147
193 to 198
208
218
222
224
225
236
238
242
244
247
260
272
273
279
319
341
371
503
679
808
927
1004

ABS ECU transponder
Gearbox ECU transponder
Injection computer
Knock sensor
Temperature sensor
Injectors
Ignition power module
Fuel pump
Throttle potentiometer
Power steering pressure switch
Diagnostic socket
Fuel pump relay
Injection locking relay
Oxygen sensor
Coolant temperature sensor
Instrument panel
Fuse and relay box
Air temperature sensor
Speed threshold sensor
Anti-percolation relay
Air conditioning control panel
Idle speed regulation valve
Canister solenoid valve
Decoder unit
Interference suppression capacitor
Ignition relay
Impact sensor
Oxygen sensor relay
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INJECTION
Wiring diagram

16727G
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INJECTION
Wiring diagram

16727D
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INJECTION
Wiring diagram

16727R
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COOLING
Specifications

19

QUANTITY AND QUALITY OF COOLANT

Engine

L7X

Quantity (in litres)

Quality

Special features
Protection to - 20±2°C for hot,
temperate and cold climates
Protection to - 37±2°C for very cold
climates

GLACEOL RX (type D)

7

only add coolant

THERMOSTAT

Engine type

Start of opening (in °C)

End of opening (in °C)

Travel (in mm)

L7X

82

95

7.5
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COOLING
Diagram

19

16665R

1
2
3
4
5
6

Engine
Radiator
"warm" with permanent degassing
Heater matrix
Coolant outlet housing
Degas chamber

Coolant pump

Double effect thermostat

Bleed screws

Nozzles: A1 Ø 3 mm

The calibration value of the expansion bottle
valve is 1.2 bar (brown)
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COOLING
Filling - Bleeding
The circulation in the heater matrix is continuous,
thus contributing to the cooling of the engine.

FILLING

It is essential to open the following bleed screws:
- on the top of the radiator,
- on the heater hose.
Fill the circuit via the expansion bottle opening.
Close the bleed screws when the liquid starts to
flow in a continuous stream.
Start the engine (2,500 rpm).
Adjust the level by overflow for approximately
4 minutes.
Close the reservoir.

BLEEDING

Run the engine for 20 minutes at 2,500 rpm, until
the fan (or fans) cut(s) in (time required for automatic degassing).
Check that the fluid level is close to the
"Maximum" mark.
DO NOT OPEN THE BLEED SCREW(S) WHILE THE
ENGINE IS RUNNING.
RE-TIGHTEN THE EXPANSION BOTTLE PLUG
WHILE THE ENGINE IS WARM.
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COOLING
Radiator

19

ESSENTIAL SPECIAL TOOLS

Mot.

1448

Clip pliers for hose clips

REMOVAL

REFITTING

Place the vehicle on a two post lift.

Refit in the reverse order to removal.

Disconnect the battery.

Fill and bleed the cooling circuit (see section 19
"Filling - Bleeding").

Remove the engine undertray.
NOTE: take care not to damage the radiator or
condenser fins during removal-refitting, protect
them if necessary.

Drain the cooling circuit via the lower hose on the
radiator.
Remove:
- the cover (A) at (1).

PRN62-1R

-

the fasteners securing the electrical harness to
the air filter housing.

Disconnect:
- the connector of the thermistor on the radiator,
- the radiator upper hose.
Remove the radiator mounting bolts and remove
the radiator from above moving aside the air intake pipe.
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COOLING
Fan

19

Place the vehicle on a two post lift.
Disconnect the battery.
Remove:
- the engine undertray,
- the right and left hand mud shields,
- the direction indicators to gain access to the
lugs (12) of the radiator grille,
- the two bolts (3), then slide clips (10) and (11),
in the direction of the arrows.

Using a screwdriver, move aside the lugs (12)
slightly, then gently detach the radiator grille
assembly.

11236R1

Remove the front bumper, after first removing
the bolts (B) and the lower mounting bolt.

11237R9

95094R

11569R1
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COOLING
Fan
RIGHT-HAND FAN

REFITTING

Place a trolley jack under the cooling assembly
and remove the cooling assembly mounting bolt
(1) then the fasteners (2).

Refit in the reverse order to removal.

16462R

Lower the cooling assembly slightly and move it
aside towards the engine.
Remove:
- the blade clip,
- the fan assembly motor mounting nuts and
detach it from its securing points,
- the blade from underneath.
Disconnect the motor connector and remove it.
LEFT-HAND FAN

Carry out the same operations as for the righthand fan removing the air filter - housing assembly.
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COOLING
Thermostat
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ESSENTIAL SPECIAL TOOLS

Mot.
Mot.

1202 -01
1448

Spring clip pliers
Hose clip pliers

NOTE: do not move the orange ring during this

REMOVAL

Disconnect the battery.

operation. It may break on removal or refitting. If
this happens, it is not necessary to replace the
control cable as the absence of this part does not
compromise the operation of the system.

Remove the engine undertray.

Remove the thermostat.

Place the vehicle on a two post lift.

Drain the cooling circuit via the lower hose on the
radiator.
Remove:
- the air filter assembly and the support (1),
- the fastener securing the coolant pipe to the
thermostat housing and move it aside.
Disconnect:
- the hoses on the thermostat housing and the
hose (2),
- the multifunction switch cable ball joint (3),
- the multifunction switch cable (4) releasing
the sheath end.
Remove the support (5) then the thermostat housing.

12763S

REFITTING

Refit in the reverse order to removal.
Fill and bleed the cooling circuit (see section 19
"Filling - Bleeding").

16460-1R
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COOLING
Coolant pump
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ESSENTIAL SPECIAL TOOLS

Mot.
Mot.
Mot.
Mot.
Mot.
Mot.
Mot.
Mot.

1273
1428
1429
1430
1430 -01
1436
1448
1453

Tool for checking belt tension
Tool for immobilising camshaft hubs
Gauge for setting the dynamic tensioner
Crankshaft and camshaft pinions setting pin
Pin for checking the setting of the camshaft pinions
Timing belt retaining clip
Clip pliers for hose clips
Engine anchoring support with several settings

TIGHTENING TORQUES (in daN.m)

Timing dynamic tensioner bolt
Suspended engine mounting cover bolt
Right front suspended engine mounting
movement limiter mounting nut
Timing pulley bolt
Wheel bolt

2.5
6.2
7
8
10

REMOVAL

Place the vehicle on a two post lift.
Disconnect the battery.
Drain the cooling circuit via the lower hose on the
radiator.
Remove:
- the timing belt (refer to the procedure described in Section 11 - Timing belt),
- the timing dynamic tensioner at (1),
- the pulleys (2),
- the support (3) and remove it from above.
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COOLING
Coolant pump

12715-1R1

19-9

19

COOLING
Coolant pump

Remove the coolant pump in the following order: the bolts (4) and (5)
then bolt (6).

12708-1R

REFITTING

Refit the coolant pump together with a new seal.
Observe the order of tightening (4), (5), (6) and tighten to a torque of
0.8 daN.m.
Refit the timing belt (refer to the procedure described in Section 11 Timing belt).
Fill and bleed the cooling circuit (see Section 19 - Filling and bleeding).
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ENGINE MOUNTING SYSTEM
Suspended engine mounting
TIGHTENING TORQUES (daN.m)

A

7

B

6.2

C

6.2

D

4.5

E

6.2

F

15

G

10.5

H

6.7

J

7

K

10.5

16459R3
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
General

23

VEHICLE

A.T. TYPE

ENGINE

STEP DOWN
RATIO

FINAL DRIVE
RATIO

COMPUTER

B54N

LM0 001

L7X 713

58/71

20/69

77 00 114 098

Automatic transmission identification plate.

SPECIFICATIONS

Gears ratios (epicycloidal gear trains output):

1st

2nd

3rd

4th

Reverse

2.72

1.48

1

0.72

- 2.57

TOWING

In all cases, it is preferable to tow the vehicle on a
flat-bed trailer or with the front wheels raised.
However, if this is not possible, the vehicle may, in
exceptional circumstances, be towed at a speed of
less than 45 mph (70 km/h) over a distance limited
to a 60 miles (100 kilometres) maximum (lever in
position N).

TOWABLE LOAD

A

It is compulsory for the towed load to be less than
1,450 kg (for driver only).
B

C
13518S1

A

Serial number.

B

ZF list number.

C

Type and Index of the Automatic
Transmission.
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Consumables

DESCRIPTION

COMPONENT CONCERNED

MOLYKOTE BR2 grease

- Transmission relay shaft splines
- Converter locating device

Loctite FRENBLOC

Brake caliper mounting bolt

Loctite FRENETANCH

Distributor bolt

Loctite 518

Distributor casing

Parts which must always be changed

Parts which must be changed when they have
been removed:
- the self-locking nuts,
- the seals,
- the rubber seals.

Oil
The LM0 automatic transmission is lubricated for life.

Specified oil:
ESSO LT71141 or oil sold by SODICAM.

23-2
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Oil change intervals
The automatic transmission is filled for life and therefore does not require any maintenance.
All that is required is a top up in the event of a slight leak.

Capacity in litres

Total volume

COMMENT:

8

The oil lubricates the mechanical section and the final drive.
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Draining

TIGHTENING TORQUES (in daN.m)

Drain plug

3.5

SPECIAL FEATURES:

It is preferable to drain the automatic transmission while the oil is warm to eliminate as many
impurities as possible.
Draining is by removing plug (A).

16138R1

Measure the quantity of oil drained (this measurement will be used for reference on refilling).
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Filling - Levels

23

5 - When the temperature 80°C ± 1°C is reached,
remove the dipstick, the level should be in
zone B.

FILLING - LEVELS

Filling is via the dipstick well (D).

If this is not the case, add oil with the engine running.

13499R

Use a funnel fitted with a 15/100 filter to prevent
the entry of impurities.

13408R

Mark A : MINIMUM

It is ESSENTIAL to check the level following the
procedure below:

Zone B:

Normal level

Mark C : MAXIMUM

1 - Place the vehicle on a horizontal surface.

2 - Fill the automatic transmission with the same
quantity of oil measured on draining to fill to
approximately the correct level.

3 - Run the engine at idle speed.

4 - Connect the diagnostic equipment and enter
into dialogue with the automatic transmission computer (enter D14 on the XR25).

Monitor the gearbox oil temperature parameter (enter #04 on the XR25).
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Checking the converter setting point
Place the vehicle on a two post lift.
Lift the vehicle until the wheels are a few centimetres off the ground.
Connect the diagnostic equipment (ISO selector
on S8 for the XR25).
Enter into dialogue with the automatic transmission computer (enter D14 on the XR25).
Monitor the gearbox oil temperature parameter
(enter # 04 on the XR25 to display the oil temperature).
The check must be carried out at an oil temperature of between 60°C and 80°C.
Start the engine, place the lever in position D.

Monitor the engine speed parameter (enter # 06
on the XR25 to display the engine speed).
Accelerate fully with the brakes applied. The front
wheels should not turn.
WARNING: Full-load must not be maintained for

more than 5 seconds. If this period is exceeded,
there is a significant risk of destruction of the
converter or automatic transmission.
IMPORTANT:

When the measurement has been taken, release
the accelerator and keep the brakes applied until
the engine speed has stabilised at idle (there is a
risk of damage to the automatic transmission if
this instruction is not followed).
The engine speed should stabilise at:
2050 ± 150 rpm
If the setting point does not fall within the tolerances, the converter must be changed.
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Hydraulic distributor

23

TIGHTENING TORQUES (in daN.m)

Cover mounting bolt

0.6

Distributor mounting bolt

0.8

REMOVAL

Place the vehicle on a two post lift.
Disconnect the battery.
Drain the automatic transmission (plug A) (refer
to the relevant section).

12706S

Remove the wiring support plate mounting bolts
(A).
Disconnect the connector and remove the retaining clip (B).

16138R1

Remove:
- the air filter housing,
- the air filter support.

13406R
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Hydraulic distributor

23

Remove:

REFITTING

- the four hydraulic distributor cover retaining
bolts (warning: oil may leak out),
- the input speed sensor mounting bolt (A),
- the seven hydraulic distributor mounting bolts.

Offer up the hydraulic distributor and refit the
output speed sensor. Do not forget the shim if it
was fitted.
Refit:
- the wiring and the clip,
- the hydraulic distributor mounting bolts tightened to the specified torque,
- the cover (clean the magnets).
Check that the manual valve control operates correctly.
Proceed in the reverse order to removal.
Reset the auto-adaptive values to zero using the
"clearing of auto-adaptive values" command
(G80** on the XR25).

13496-1R1

Move aside the distributor and remove the output
speed sensor mounting bolt.
Recover the sensor shim (if fitted).
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Automatic transmission (Removal - Refitting)
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ESSENTIAL SPECIAL TOOLS

T. Av. 476

Tool for extracting ball joints
ESSENTIAL EQUIPMENT

Engine support equipment
Component jack

TIGHTENING TORQUES (en daN.m)

Brake caliper bolt

3.5

Lower ball joint nut

6.5

Shock absorber base bolt
Engine tie-bar bolt

25.5
15

Gearbox surround and starter bolt

6

Nut securing the left front suspended
mounting to the side member

8

Conical bolt securing the suspended
mounting to the gearbox

7

Bolt securing the suspended mounting
to the gearbox

4

Wheel bolt

13407S

Remove:
- the air intake pipe,
- the wiring support plate mounting bolts (A),

10

Steering ball joint nut

4

Disconnect the connector (C).

Mounting bolt securing the starter plate
to the converter

6

Exchanger mounting bolt

3.5

Casing connecting bolt

2.5

REMOVAL

Place the vehicle on a two post lift and place the
selector lever in position N.
Disconnect the battery.
Remove the sound-deadening cover.
Disconnect the accelerator cable.
Remove:
- the air filter housing,
- the air filter support.
13406R1

Detach the expansion bottle.
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Automatic transmission (Removal - Refitting)
Fit hose clamps.

23

- the converter lower protective plate fasteners
(C).

Remove:
- the hoses,
- the water/oil exchanger (fragile part),

16138R2

13405R

Unclip the multifunction switch lever ball joint.
Remove:
- the control cable pressing on the sheath end
bush while lifting the cable to remove it,
- the upper gearbox surround bolts,
- the automatic transmission lifting eye (casing
connecting bolt),
- the top dead centre sensor,
- the front wheels,
- the left-hand driveshaft,
- the right-hand driveshaft partially,
- the right and left mud shields.
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Automatic transmission (Removal - Refitting)
Turn the crankshaft clockwise to gain access to the
three starter plate / converter connecting bolts
and remove them.

23

Position a component jack under the automatic
transmission.

Fit an engine support on the vehicle.

16137S
13403S

Tilt the engine / automatic transmission assembly
as low as possible.
Remove the last gearbox bolt and uncouple the
automatic transmission from the engine taking
care not to unseat the converter.

Remove:
- the bolts securing the mounting to the gearbox,

Recover the plastic converter locating bush.

13402S

- the gearbox studs.
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Automatic transmission (Removal - Refitting)

23

Fit a pin (P) to make it easier to position the
converter accurately.

REFITTING

Refit the plastic locating bush.
Check that the converter is positioned correctly
using a surface-size ruler and a small ruler. The
distance X should be approximately 11 mm.

13499R1

DO NOT USE OTHER BOLTS THAN THOSE
ORIGINALLY PROVIDED FOR FITTING THE
CONVERTER TO THE STARTER PLATE.

13517R

Refit the gear selection cable in position D at the
gearbox and at the selector lever (refer to the
"Multifunction switch" section).
Change the exchanger seals.
Proceed in the reverse order to removal.
Tighten the bolts and nuts to the specified
torques.
Reset the auto-adaptive values to zero using the
"clearing of auto-adaptive values" command
(G80** on the XR25).
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Differential output seal
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ESSENTIAL SPECIAL TOOLS

B. Vi. 1078

Tool for refitting the seal

TIGHTENING TORQUES (in daN.m)

Brake caliper bolt

3.5

Lower ball joint nut

6.5

Shock absorber base bolts

25.5

Wheel bolts

10

Steering ball joint nut

4

Drain plug

3.5

To change a differential output seal, the corresponding driveshaft must be removed.

Remove the faulty differential output seal using a
screwdriver or a hook taking care not to scratch
the surfaces in contact.

REMOVAL

Take care not to drop the seal spring into the
automatic transmission.

Place the vehicle on a two post lift.
Disconnect the battery.
REFITTING

Drain the automatic transmission via plug (A).
The seal is fitted using tool B. Vi. 1078 or using a
deburred tube with a minimum internal diameter
of 45 mm.
Guide the assembly until the tool is in contact
with the automatic transmission casing.
Refit in the reverse order to removal.
TIGHTEN THE SCREWS, NUTS AND BOLTS TO THE
SPECIFIED TORQUES.

Fill the automatic transmission and check the level
(refer to the relevant section).

16138R1
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Converter seal
ESSENTIAL SPECIAL TOOLS

B. Vi. 1078

Tool for refitting the seal

The converter seal can only be removed following
removal of the automatic transmission and the
converter (refer to the relevant section).

REMOVAL

Remove the converter keeping as close as possible
to the centreline.
Warning: the converter contains a significant
amount of oil which may leak on removal.
Using a screwdriver or a hook, remove the seal taking care not to scratch the surfaces in contact.

REFITTING

The operation must be carried out with great
care. Lubricate all surfaces in contact.
Fit the new seal (lubricated) to its limit using tool
B. Vi. 1078.
Check that the converter is positioned correctly
using a surface-size ruler and a small ruler. The
distance X should be approximately 11 mm.

13517R
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Multifunction switch
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TIGHTENING TORQUES (in daN.m)

Multifunction switch mounting bolt

1

Lever mounting nut

2

REMOVAL

Place the switch in position D.
Disconnect:
- the battery,
- the accelerator cable.
Remove:
- the air filter housing,
- the air filter support,
13499R2

WARNING: Never remove the multifunction
switch lever without immobilising it.

13407S

- the air intake pipe,
- the multifunction switch lever and the two
multifunction switch mounting bolts.

13499-1S

WARNING: NEVER REMOVE THE LOCATING PLATE
BEHIND THE MULTIFUNCTION SWITCH.
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Multifunction switch
REFITTING

Place the multifunction switch in position D
(therefore, the lever notch is opposite the highest
rivet).
Fit:
- the new multifunction switch,
- the lever as indicated above.
Reconnect:
- the multifunction switch connector,
- the control cable.
Refit in the reverse order to removal.
TIGHTEN THE SCREWS, NUTS AND BOLTS TO THE
SPECIFIED TORQUES.

Check that the " D " on the vehicle and the " D "
on the automatic transmission are synchronised
correctly.
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Speed sensor
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The automatic transmission speed sensors can
only be removed following removal of the
hydraulic distributor cover (refer to the "Hydraulic
distributor" section).

OUTPUT SPEED SENSOR

TIGHTENING TORQUES (in daN.m)

Cover mounting bolt

0.6

Distributor mounting bolt

0.8

Input speed sensor mounting
bolt

0.8

Output speed sensor mounting
bolt

REMOVAL

Remove:
- the automatic transmission input speed sensor,
- the hydraulic distributor mounting bolts.

1

INPUT SPEED SENSOR
REMOVAL

Remove the speed sensor mounting bolt (V).
Disconnect the sensor connector.

13496-1S

Place the distributor on a component jack, for
example.
Remove the output speed sensor mounting bolt.
Recover the sensor shim (if fitted).
Disconnect the sensor connector.

REFITTING
13496R

Refit on the reverse order to removal.
REFITTING

Do not forget the shim if fitted.

Refit in the reverse order to removal.
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Oil temperature sensor
REMOVAL

The oil temperature sensor is incorporated in the
electrical wiring of the hydraulic distributor.
Replacement of this sensor requires replacement
of all the electrical wiring.
The hydraulic distributor must be removed (refer
to the relevant section).

13496-1S

REFITTING

Fit the wiring retaining it using the hydraulic
distributor clips.
Take care not to pinch the wiring when refitting
the hydraulic distributor.
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Solenoid valves
Removal of the solenoid valves requires removal
of the hydraulic distributor (refer to the relevant
section).
IDENTIFICATION

PRN2313

1 Solenoid valve EVS1
2 Solenoid valve EVS2
3 Pressure modulating solenoid valve EVM3
4 Pressure modulating solenoid valve EVM4
5 Pressure modulating solenoid valve EVM5
6 Pressure modulating solenoid valve EVM6
7 Temperature sensor

23-19
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Speedometer drive gear

23

If necessary, change the speed sensor pin.

REMOVAL

Place the vehicle on a two post lift.
REFITTING

Disconnect the battery.
Fit the speed sensor pin in its location and check
that it is positioned correctly.

From underneath, remove the vehicle speed
sensor mounting bolt.

13497S

13498R

Proceed in the reverse order to removal.

Warning: the speedometer pin is fitted
free. Pull the sensor gently and catch the
pin ( A ) to prevent it from falling into the
gearbox.
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Gear selection cable
REMOVAL

Removal does not present any difficulties.
Special features
Following removal of the ball joint on the multifunction switch, remove the gear selection cable
by pressing on the bush "P" and by releasing it in
the opposite direction to the arrow.

PRN2311-1

REFITTING

Secure the cable in the sheath end.
The gear selection cable must be adjusted accurately.
Press the orange slide then immobilise it in position using the clip.
The microclips are released.
Reconnect the cable to the multifunction switch
ball joint in position D on the gear selector lever
and at the multifunction switch.
Operate the orange slide clip to lock the position.
Adjustment is complete.
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Wiring diagram

16714G
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Wiring diagram

16714D
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Wiring diagram
PARTS LIST

119
120
225
247
260
476
569
754
779
780
969

Automatic transmission computer
Injection computer
Diagnostic socket
Instrument panel
Passenger compartment fuse and relay box
Integral transmission ECU transponder
A4 automatic transmission kickdown
Hydraulic electric interface
Automatic transmission multifunction switch
Turbine or vehicle speed sensor (automatic transmission)
Gear selector lever locking motor

R149
R150

Engine/left front wing
Passenger compartment/left front wing
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Fault finding - Introduction

23

CONDITIONS OF APPLICATION OF THE CHECKS DEFINED IN THIS FAULT FINDING SECTION

In this fault finding section, each fault is interpreted for a particular type of storing (fault present, fault
stored, fault present or stored). Therefore, the checks defined for dealing with each fault are only to be
applied to the vehicle if the fault is interpreted for the type of fault declared by the diagnostic equipment.
A fault is interpreted in this fault finding section only if it is declared "present", the application of the
fault finding procedure when the fault is only "stored" will not enable the reason for the storing of the
fault to be identified. In this case, only a check of the wiring and connections of the faulty component
should be carried out.
If a fault is interpreted when it is declared "stored", the conditions for confirmation of the current
presence of the fault (and the necessity of applying the fault finding procedure) are given in the "NOTES"
box or at the beginning of the interpretation of the fault.
Note:

- The ignition must have been switched off before the diagnostic equipment is switched on.

ESSENTIAL EQUIPMENT FOR CARRYING OUT FAULT FINDING OPERATIONS ON THE LM0 AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION

-

Diagnostic equipment.
Multimeter.
88-way checking bornier ELE. 1422.

IMPORTANT:

The LM0 automatic transmission computer uses auto-adaptive parameters to control the gear changes and
the "Lock-up" function.
These auto-adaptive values make it possible to optimise the pressure and the filling time of the brakes and
clutches in line with the mechanical / hydraulic characteristics specific to each automatic transmission. Thus,
the replacement of any part which affects these parameters requires updating of the stored values. The autoadaptive values are reset to zero using the "clearing of auto-adaptive values" command (G80** on the XR25).
After using this command, it is important to drive the vehicle passing through all ascending and descending
gear changes several times to store the new values.
The auto-adaptive values must be reset to zero after replacement of the following parts:
-

Hydraulic distributor.
Torque converter.
Solenoid valve.
Complete automatic transmission.

LMOX541.0
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Fault finding - Interpretation of faults
DF001
present
or
stored

NOTES

23

Computer

None

If the fault is only stored, clear the computer memory. Switch off, then switch on, the ignition to
reinitialise the computer. Change the computer if the fault appears again.
If the fault is present, change the computer.

AFTER
REPAIR

Clear the computer memory, switch off the ignition and then carry out a road test.
Complete the operation by carrying out a check using the diagnostic equipment.
LMOX541.0
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Fault finding - Interpretation of faults

DF002
present

NOTES

co.0

23

Solenoid valves supply circuit
co.0 : Open circuit or short circuit to earth
cc.1 : Short circuit to 12 volts

None

NOTES

None

Ensure the continuity and insulation from earth of the following connections:
- between track 52 of the computer connector and track 3 of the 16-way sealed connector,
- between track 3 of the computer connector and track 5 of the 16-way sealed connector.

If both connections are insulated from earth, look for a short circuit inside the automatic transmission.

cc.1

NOTES

None

Ensure the insulation from 12 volts of the following connections:
- between track 52 of the computer connector and track 3 of the 16-way sealed connector,
- between track 3 of the computer connector and track 5 of the 16-way sealed connector.

AFTER
REPAIR

Clear the computer memory, switch off the ignition and then carry out a road test.
Complete the operation by carrying out a check using the diagnostic equipment.
LMOX541.0
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Fault finding - Interpretation of faults

DF002
present

NOTES

23

+ before ignition

None

Ensure the continuity of the connection between track 55 of the computer connector and the 15A fuse
marked "clock" on the passenger compartment connection unit. Intermediate connections R149 CY on
track A4 (left front wing) and R150 CY on track B2 (passenger compartment / left front wing).
Check the condition of all the connection on the connection.

AFTER
REPAIR

Clear the computer memory, switch off the ignition and then carry out a road test.
Complete the operation by carrying out a check using the diagnostic equipment.
LMOX541.0
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Fault finding - Interpretation of faults

DF003
present

NOTES

23

Oil temperature sensor circuit

None

Switch off the ignition, disconnect the 16-way connector on the automatic transmission and measure the
resistance of the oil temperature sensor between tracks 4 and 9, automatic transmission end.
If the resistance measured is not approximately 700 ohms < R < 1300 ohms at 20°C (1400 to 1500 ohms
at 80°C), change the automatic transmission internal wiring (temperature sensor incorporated in the
wiring).

Check the connections at the computer and at the 16-way connector.
If the connections are good, check and ensure the continuity and insulation of the connection between
track 22 of the computer connector and track 9 of the 16-way connector.
Check and ensure the continuity of the connection between track 21 of the computer connector and
track 4 of the 16-way connector.
Also ensure the insulation between these two connections.

If all the checks are correct, reconnect the computer connector and the 16-way connector on the
automatic transmission. Switch on the ignition and then clear the computer fault memory.
Exit fault finding mode and switch off the ignition.
If the fault appears again when the ignition is switched on, change the oil temperature sensor.
Clear the computer fault memory at the end of the operation.

AFTER
REPAIR

Clear the computer memory, switch off the ignition and then carry out a road test.
Complete the operation by carrying out a check using the diagnostic equipment.
LMOX541.0
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Fault finding - Interpretation of faults
DF003
present
and
stored

NOTES

23

Throttle position information

The throttle position information circuit fault is present if the fault is declared
present with the engine running at more than 2,000 rpm.

Enter injection computer fault finding mode to check whether the load potentiometer is declared faulty.
- If it is declared faulty, apply the associated fault finding procedure in the relevant reference material.
Following the injection computer operations, return to automatic transmission fault finding mode to
clear the computer fault memory.
If the load potentiometer is not declared faulty, check the connections at the injection computer and at
the automatic transmission computer.
Ensure the continuity and insulation of the connection between track 38 of the automatic transmission
computer connector and track 31 of the injection computer connector.
Check the conformity of the routing of the engine compartment wiring (risk of interference on the
connection).

Disconnect the automatic transmission computer then remove the plastic closing covering from its
connector to gain access to the connector clips at the rear.
Reconnect the automatic transmission computer.
• Using the XR25: set the diagnostic equipment to impulse detection mode (function G terminal Vin).
Place the measuring fiche on the clip of track 38.
Change the injection computer if the XR25 indicates a value of zero at No-load (the value is correct if it
is > 15 ms at No-load and changes in line with the position of the accelerator pedal).
Change the automatic transmission computer if the value is correct.
• Using the NXR or the OPTIMA 5800: set the diagnostic equipment to oscilloscope mode and impose a
time base of 10 or 20 ms. Place the measuring fiche on clip of track 38.
Change the injection computer if the diagnostic equipment indicates a value of zero at No-load (the
value is correct if there is a signal of 50 HZ present which changes in line with the position of the
accelerator pedal).
Change the automatic transmission computer if the signal received is correct.

AFTER
REPAIR

Clear the computer memory, switch off the ignition and then carry out a road test.
Complete the operation by carrying out a check using the diagnostic equipment.
LMOX541.0
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Fault finding - Interpretation of faults
DF004
present
and
stored

NOTES

23

Kickdown switch circuit

The kickdown switch circuit fault is present if a fault which is declared stored is
then declared present when the accelerator pedal is pressed (Full-load).

This fault is linked to permanent earthing of track 18 of the computer connector or to an inconsistency
between the status of the switch and the value of the load.
Check status ET015 "Kickdown information" (left-hand bargraph 15 on the XR25).
Is the kickdown permanently active without action on the accelerator pedal?

YES

Disconnect the kickdown switch.
- If the kickdown information becomes inactive, check the operation and the fitting
of the kickdown switch (contact normally open). Change it if necessary.
- If the kickdown information remains active, ensure the insulation from earth of the
connection between track 18 of the computer connector and track 1 of the
kickdown switch connector.

NO

Accelerate slowly and, using the PR012 parameter (#12 on the XR25), check the value
of the load when the active status of the kickdown information is taken into account
(illumination of left-hand bargraph 15 on the XR25).
If the value is not greater than 61 % when the kickdown switch becomes active, a
consistency check leads to the "Kickdown switch circuit" fault being taken into
account.
- Check the accelerator control and the adjustment of the cable.
- Check the conformity of the injection potentiometer.

AFTER
REPAIR

Clear the computer memory, switch off the ignition and then carry out a road test.
Complete the operation by carrying out a check using the diagnostic equipment.
LMOX541.0
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Fault finding - Interpretation of faults
DF004
present
and
stored

23

Gear selector lever position sensor circuit

The fault is present if a fault which is declared stored is then declared present
when the gear selector lever is moved from position P to position 1 (keeping the
lever in each of the positions for a few seconds).

NOTES

Check the fitting of the multifunction switch on the automatic transmission and the adjustment of the
control.
With the ignition off, disconnect the 10-way multifunction switch connector then check / ensure that
+after ignition is present on track 1 of the 10-way connector, wiring end.
For each locked position of the gear selector lever, check the continuity and insulation required (see table
below).

Locked position
of the lever

Continuity ensured

Insulation ensured

P

Track 1 / Track 3
Track 6 / Track 7

Tracks 2, 4 and 5 / Track 1
Track 8 / Track 9

R

Track 1 / Track 4
Track 8 / Track 9

Tracks 2, 3 and 5 / Track 1
Track 6 / Track 7

N

Track 1 / Track 5
Track 6 / Track 7

Tracks 2, 3 and 4 / Track 1
Track 8 / Track 9

D

Tracks 2, 3 and 5 / Track 1

Track 4 / Track 1
Track 8 / Track 9
Track 6 / Track 7

2

Tracks 2, 4 and 5 / Track 1

Track 3 / Track 1
Track 8 / Track 9
Track 6 / Track 7

1

Tracks 2, 3 and 4 / Track 1

Track 5 / Track 1
Track 8 / Track 9
Track 6 / Track 7

AFTER
REPAIR

Clear the computer memory, switch off the ignition and then carry out a road test.
Complete the operation by carrying out a check using the diagnostic equipment.
LMOX541.0
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Fault finding - Interpretation of faults

23

DF004

CONT

If an insulation or continuity is not ensured, change the multifunction switch (refer to the replacement
procedure).
If the multifunction switch is not faulty, ensure the continuity and insulation from 12 volts of the
following connections:
- Between track 9 of the computer connector and track 4 of the 10-way connector, wiring end.
- Between track 8 of the computer connector and track 5 of the 10-way connector, wiring end.
- Between track 36 of the computer connector and track 2 of the 10-way connector, wiring end.
- Between track 37 of the computer connector and track 3 of the 10-way connector, wiring end.
Also ensure the insulation between all these connections.

AFTER
REPAIR

Clear the computer memory, switch off the ignition and then carry out a road test.
Complete the operation by carrying out a check using the diagnostic equipment.
LMOX541.0
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Fault finding - Interpretation of faults
DF006
present
and
stored

NOTES

23

Engine torque information

The torque information circuit fault is present if a fault which is declared stored is
then declared present with the engine running at more than 2,000 rpm.

Ensure the continuity and insulation of the connection between track 39 of the automatic transmission
computer connector and track 6 of the injection computer connector.
Check the connections at the injection computer and the automatic transmission computer.
Check the condition of the wiring and the conformity of its routing (risk of interference with the signal).
Also check the conformity and the condition of the high voltage circuits.
Disconnect the automatic transmission computer then remove the plastic closing covering from its
connector to gain access to the connector clips at the rear.
Reconnect the automatic transmission computer.
• Using the XR25: set the diagnostic equipment to impulse detection mode (function G terminal Vin).
Start the engine.
Place the measuring fiche on the clip of track 39 of the computer connector.
Change the injection computer if the XR25 indicates a value of zero (correct value: approximately 7 ms
at idle speed and changing in line with the engine load).
Change the automatic transmission computer if the value is correct.
• Using the NXR or the OPTIMA 5800: set the diagnostic equipment to oscilloscope mode and impose a
time base of 10 or 20 ms. Start the engine.
Place the measuring fiche on the clip of track 39 of the computer connector.
Change the injection computer if the diagnostic equipment indicates a value of zero at idle speed (the
value is correct if there is a signal of 100 HZ present which changes in line with the engine load).
Change the automatic transmission computer if the signal received is correct.

AFTER
REPAIR

Clear the computer memory, switch off the ignition and then carry out a road test.
Complete the operation by carrying out a check using the diagnostic equipment.
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DF006
present

NOTES

co.0

23

Torque reduction information
co.0 : Open circuit or short circuit to earth
cc.1 : Short circuit to 12 volts

None

NOTES

None

Ensure the continuity and insulation from earth of the connection between the injection computer and
the automatic transmission computer for the torque reduction function:
- between track 51 of the automatic transmission computer connector and track 42 of the injection
computer connector.
Check the connections at the injection computer and the automatic transmission computer.

cc.1

NOTES

None

Ensure the insulation from 12 volts of the connection between the injection computer and the automatic
transmission computer for the torque reduction function:
- between track 51 of the automatic transmission computer connector and track 42 of the injection
computer connector.

AFTER
REPAIR

Clear the computer memory, switch off the ignition and then carry out a road test.
Complete the operation by carrying out a check using the diagnostic equipment.
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DF007
stored

NOTES

23

Automatic transmission output speed sensor circuit

The automatic transmission output speed sensor circuit fault is present if the fault
is declared present during a road test (reaching an engine speed > 3,000 rpm).

Switch off the ignition, disconnect the 16-way connector on the automatic transmission and measure the
resistance of the automatic transmission output speed sensor between tracks 1 and 2, automatic
transmission end.
If the resistance measured is not approximately 700 ohms < R < 1300 ohms, take the same measurement
directly on the 2-way connector of the sensor.
- If the resistance is not correct, change the sensor.
- If the resistance of the sensor is correct, repair or change the wiring concerned.

Check the connections at the computer and at the 16-way connector.
If the connections are good, check and ensure the continuity and insulation of the following connections:
- between track 42 of the computer connector and track 1 of the 16-way connector.
- between track 14 of the computer connector and track 2 of the 16-way connector.
Also check the insulation between these two connections.

If all the checks are correct, reconnect the computer connector and the 16-way connector on the
automatic transmission, switch on the ignition, then clear the computer fault memory.
Exit fault finding mode and switch off the ignition.
If the fault appears again during a road test, change the automatic transmission output speed sensor.
Clear the computer fault memory at the end of the operation.

AFTER
REPAIR

Clear the computer memory, switch off the ignition and then carry out a road test.
Complete the operation by carrying out a check using the diagnostic equipment.
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DF008
stored

NOTES

23

Engine speed information

The engine speed information circuit fault is present if the fault is declared
present with the engine running at more than 2,000 rpm.

Ensure the continuity and insulation of the connection between track 40 of the automatic transmission
computer connector and track 43 of the injection computer connector.
Check the connections at the injection computer and the automatic transmission computer.
Check the condition of the wiring and the conformity of its routing (risk of interference with the signal).
Also check the conformity and condition of the high voltage circuits.
Disconnect the automatic transmission computer then remove the plastic closing cover from its connector
to gain access to the connector clips at the rear.
Reconnect the automatic transmission computer.
• Using the XR25: set the diagnostic equipment to impulse detection mode (function G terminal Vin).
Start the engine.
Place the measuring fiche on the clip of track 40 of the computer connector.
Change the injection computer if the XR25 indicates a value of zero (correct value: approximately
21 ms at idle speed and changing in line with the position of the accelerator pedal).
Change the automatic transmission computer if the value is correct.
• Using the NXR or the OPTIMA 5800: set the diagnostic equipment to oscilloscope mode and impose a
time base of 10 or 20 ms. Start the engine.
Place the measuring fiche on the clip of track 40 of the computer connector.
Change the injection computer if the diagnostic equipment indicates a value of zero at idle speed (the
value is correct if there is a signal of 20/25 HZ present which changes in line with the position of the
accelerator pedal).
Change the automatic transmission computer if the signal received is correct.

AFTER
REPAIR

Clear the computer memory, switch off the ignition and then carry out a road test.
Complete the operation by carrying out a check using the diagnostic equipment.
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DF008
stored

NOTES

23

Turbine speed sensor circuit

The turbine speed sensor circuit fault is present if the fault is declared present
during a road test (reaching an engine speed > 3,000 rpm).

Switch off the ignition, disconnect the 16-way connector on the automatic transmission and measure the
resistance of the turbine speed sensor between tracks 15 and 16, sensor end.
If the resistance measured is not approximately 700 ohms < R < 1300 ohms, take the same measurement
directly on the 2-way connector of the sensor.
- If the resistance is not correct, change the sensor.
- If the resistance of the sensor is correct, repair or change the wiring concerned.

Check the connections at the computer and at the 16-way connector.
If the connections are correct, check and ensure the continuity and insulation of the following
connections:
- between track 16 of the computer connector and track 15 of the 16-way connector.
- between track 44 of the computer connector and track 16 of the 16-way connector.
Also ensure the insulation between these two connections.

If all the checks are correct, reconnect the computer connector and the 16-way connector on the
automatic transmission, switch on the ignition, then clear the computer fault memory.
Exit fault finding mode and switch off the ignition.
If the fault appears again during a road test, change the turbine speed sensor.
Clear the computer fault memory at the end of the operation.

AFTER
REPAIR

Clear the computer memory, switch off the ignition and then carry out a road test.
Complete the operation by carrying out a check using the diagnostic equipment.
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DF009
stored

NOTES

23

Clutch overlap

Deal with any other faults which are declared first.

Clear the computer memory. Switch off the ignition then switch it on again to reinitialise the computer.
Carry out a road test changing through all the gears, ascending and descending.
If the "clutch overlap" fault appears again, change the hydraulic distributor and the six solenoid valves.
If the fault appears again, change the automatic transmission.

AFTER
REPAIR

Clear the computer memory, switch off the ignition and then carry out a road test.
Complete the operation by carrying out a check using the diagnostic equipment.
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DF010
stored

NOTES

23

Monitoring of gear changes
(comparison of the automatic transmission input and output speeds
with the gear changes)

Deal with any other faults which are declared first. The speed measuring fault is
present if the fault is declared present during a road test (with changing through
all the gears, ascending and descending, at high load).

- Check the conformity of the automatic transmission computer by means of parameter PR099 "Parts
Department part number" (command G70* on the XR25).
Computers which conform: 77 00 11 40 98.
- Check the automatic transmission output speed sensor:
* Measure the resistance of the sensor between tracks 1 and 2 of the 16-way connector on the
automatic transmission.
Change the sensor if its resistance is not approximately 700 ohms < R < 1300 ohms.
- Check the turbine speed sensor:
* Measure the resistance of the sensor between tracks 15 and 16 of the 16-way connector on the
automatic transmission.
Change the sensor if its resistance is not approximately 700 ohms < R < 1300 ohms.
Check the connections at the automatic transmission computer and at the 16-way connector. Carry out
any necessary operations.
Clear the computer memory, switch off the ignition then carry out a road test to determine which gear
change results in the fault being stored (be sure to carry out all ascending and descending gear changes).
If the fault appears again, check the consistency and stability of the parameters PR005 "Automatic
transmission output speed" (#05 on the XR25) and PR007 "Turbine speed" (#07 on the XR25) in the
conditions under which the fault is taken into account.
- If the speeds are not stable (abnormal fluctuation of the value), carry out investigations to eliminate
this interference.
- If the fault appears again, and the speeds are stable when the fault is taken into account, change the
hydraulic distributor and the solenoid valves.
If the fault appears again, change the automatic transmission (internal automatic transmission problem).

AFTER
REPAIR

Clear the computer memory, switch off the ignition and then carry out a road test.
Complete the operation by carrying out a check using the diagnostic equipment.
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DF010
stored

NOTES

23

Over-revving

Deal with any other faults declared first.

This fault is taken into account when the engine speed or the turbine speed exceeds 7,200 rpm.
Enter injection computer fault finding mode to check whether the engine speed sensor is declared faulty.
If it is declared faulty, apply the associated fault finding procedure from the relevant reference material.
Following the operations on the injection system, return to automatic transmission fault finding mode to
clear the computer memory.
Also check the engine cut-off speed (limiting of the engine speed at Full-load).
- Check the turbine speed sensor:
* Measure the resistance of the sensor between tracks 15 and 16 of the 16-way connector on the
automatic transmission.
Change the sensor if its resistance is not approximately 700 ohms < R < 1300 ohms.
Check the connections at the automatic transmission computer and at the 16-way connector. Carry out
any operations necessary.
Clear the computer memory, switch off the ignition, then carry out a road test to check the consistency
and the stability of parameters PR006 "Engine speed" (#06 on the XR25) and PR007 "Turbine speed"
(#07 on the XR25).
- If the speeds are not stable (abnormal fluctuation of the value), carry out investigations to eliminate
this interference.

AFTER
REPAIR

Clear the computer memory, switch off the ignition and then carry out a road test.
Complete the operation by carrying out a check using the diagnostic equipment.
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DF011
present

NOTES

co.0

23

Sequence solenoid valve EVS1 circuit
co.0 : Open circuit or short circuit to earth
cc.1 : Short circuit to 12 volts

None

NOTES

None

Switch off the ignition, disconnect the 16-way connector on the automatic transmission and measure the
resistance of the circuit of solenoid valve EVS1 between track 3 and track 12, automatic transmission end.
If the resistance measured is not approximately 35 ± 5 ohms, take the same measurement directly on the
solenoid valve. If the resistance is not correct, change the solenoid valve. If the resistance is correct, repair
or change the automatic transmission internal wiring (also check the condition of the connections).
Check the continuity and insulation from earth of the following connections:
- between track 30 of the computer connector and track 12 of the 16-way connector, wiring end.
- between track 52 of the computer connector and track 3 of the 16-way connector, wiring end.
Repair or change the automatic transmission wiring concerned in the event of a fault.
Check the continuity to earth of tracks 28 and 34 of the computer connector.
Check the connections at the automatic transmission computer and at the 16-way connector.
Carry out any necessary operations.

If the "Sequence solenoid valve EVS1 circuit" fault appears again, change the computer.

cc.1

NOTES

None

Switch off the ignition, disconnect the 16-way connector on the automatic transmission and measure the
resistance of the circuit of solenoid valve EVS1 between track 3 and track 12, automatic transmission end.
If the resistance measured is not approximately 35 ± 5 ohms, take the same measurement directly on the
solenoid valve. If the resistance is not correct, change the solenoid valve. If the resistance is correct, repair
or change the automatic transmission internal wiring.
Check the insulation from 12 volts of the connection between track 30 of the computer connector and
track 12 of the 16-way connector, wiring end. Repair or change the automatic transmission wiring
concerned in the event of a fault.

If the "Sequence solenoid valve EVS1 circuit" fault appears again, change the computer.

AFTER
REPAIR

Clear the computer memory, switch off the ignition and then carry out a road test.
Complete the operation by carrying out a check using the diagnostic equipment.
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DF011
present

NOTES

co.0

23

Sequence solenoid valve EVS2 circuit
co.0 : Open circuit or short circuit to earth
cc.1 : Short circuit to 12 volts

None

NOTES

None

Switch off the ignition, disconnect the 16-way connector on the automatic transmission and measure the
resistance of the circuit of solenoid valve EVS2 between track 3 and track 13, automatic transmission end.
If the resistance measured is not approximately 35 ± 5 ohms, take the same measurement directly on the
solenoid valve. If the resistance is not correct, change the solenoid valve. If the resistance is correct, repair
or change the automatic transmission internal wiring (also check the condition of the connections).
Check the continuity and insulation from earth of the following connections:
- between track 33 of the computer connector and track 13 of the 16-way connector, wiring end.
- between track 52 of the computer connector and track 3 of the 16-way connector, wiring end.
Repair or change the automatic transmission wiring concerned in the event of a fault.
Check the continuity to earth of tracks 28 and 34 of the computer connector.
Check the connections at the automatic transmission computer and at the 16-way connector.
Carry out any necessary operations.

If the "Sequence solenoid valve EVS2 circuit" fault appears again, change the computer.

cc.1

NOTES

None

Switch off the ignition, disconnect the 16-way connector on the automatic transmission and measure the
resistance of the circuit of solenoid valve EVS2 between track 3 and track 13, automatic transmission end.
If the resistance measured is not approximately 35 ± 5 ohms, take the same measurement directly on the
solenoid valve. If the resistance is not correct, change the solenoid valve. If the resistance is correct, repair
or change the automatic transmission internal wiring.
Check the insulation from 12 volts of the connection between track 33 of the computer connector and
track 13 of the 16-way connector, wiring end. Repair or change the automatic transmission wiring
concerned in the event of a fault.

If the "Sequence solenoid valve EVS2 circuit" fault appears again, change the computer.

AFTER
REPAIR

Clear the computer memory, switch off the ignition and then carry out a road test.
Complete the operation by carrying out a check using the diagnostic equipment.
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DF012
present

NOTES

co.0

23

Pressure modulating solenoid valve EVM3 circuit
co.0 : Open circuit or short circuit to earth
cc.1 : Short circuit to 12 volts

None

NOTES

None

Switch off the ignition, disconnect the 16-way connector on the automatic transmission and measure the
resistance of the circuit of pressure modulating solenoid valve EVM3 between track 5 and track 6,
automatic transmission end.
If the resistance measured is not approximately 5 ± 2 ohms, remove the cover and take the same
measurement directly on the solenoid valve. If the resistance is not correct, change the solenoid valve. If
the resistance is correct, repair or change the automatic transmission internal wiring (also check the
condition of the connections).
Check the continuity and insulation from earth of the following connections:
- between track 5 of the computer connector and track 6 of the 16-way connector, wiring end.
- between track 3 of the computer connector and track 5 of the 16-way connector, wiring end.
Repair or change the automatic transmission wiring concerned in the event of a fault.
Check the continuity to earth of tracks 28 and 34 of the computer connector.
Check the connections at the automatic transmission computer and at the 16-way connector.
Carry out any necessary operations.

If the "Pressure modulating solenoid valve EVM3 circuit" fault appears again, change the computer.

cc.1

NOTES

None

Switch off the ignition, disconnect the 16-way connector on the automatic transmission and measure the
resistance of the circuit of pressure modulating solenoid valve EVM3 between track 5 and track 6,
automatic transmission end.
If the resistance measured is not approximately 5 ± 2 ohms, remove the cover and take the same
measurement directly on the solenoid valve. If the resistance is not correct, change the solenoid valve. If
the resistance is correct, repair or change the automatic transmission internal wiring.
Check the insulation from 12 volts of the connection between track 5 of the computer connector and
track 6 of the 16-way connector, wiring end. Repair or change the automatic transmission wiring
concerned in the event of a fault.
If the "Pressure modulating solenoid valve EVM3 circuit" fault appears again, change the computer.

AFTER
REPAIR

Clear the computer memory, switch off the ignition and then carry out a road test.
Complete the operation by carrying out a check using the diagnostic equipment.
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DF013
present

NOTES

co.0

23

Pressure modulating solenoid valve EVM4 circuit
co.0 : Open circuit or short circuit to earth
cc.1 : Short circuit to 12 volts

None

NOTES

None

Switch off the ignition, disconnect the 16-way connector on the automatic transmission and measure the
resistance of the circuit of pressure modulating solenoid valve EVM4 between track 5 and track 7,
automatic transmission end.
If the resistance measured is not approximately 5 ± 2 ohms, remove the cover and take the same
measurement directly on the solenoid valve. If the resistance is not correct, change the solenoid valve. If
the resistance is correct, repair or change the automatic transmission internal wiring (also check the
condition of the connections).
Check the continuity and insulation from earth of the following connections:
- between track 1 of the computer connector and track 7 of the 16-way connector, wiring end.
- between track 3 of the computer connector and track 5 of the 16-way connector, wiring end.
Repair or change the automatic transmission wiring concerned in the event of a fault.
Check the continuity to earth of tracks 28 and 34 of the computer connector.
Check the connections at the automatic transmission computer and at the 16-way connector.
Carry out any necessary operations.

If the "Pressure modulating solenoid valve EVM4 circuit" fault appears again, change the computer.

cc.1

NOTES

None

Switch off the ignition, disconnect the 16-way connector on the automatic transmission and measure the
resistance of the circuit of pressure modulating solenoid valve EVM4 between track 5 and track 7,
automatic transmission end.
If the resistance measured is not approximately 5 ± 2 ohms, remove the cover and take the same
measurement directly on the solenoid valve. If the resistance is not correct, change the solenoid valve. If
the resistance is correct, repair or change the automatic transmission internal wiring.
Check the insulation from 12 volts of the connection between track 1 of the computer connector and
track 7 of the 16-way connector, wiring end. Repair or change the automatic transmission wiring
concerned in the event of a fault.
If the "Pressure modulating solenoid valve EVM4 circuit" fault appears again, change the computer.

AFTER
REPAIR

Clear the computer memory, switch off the ignition and then carry out a road test.
Complete the operation by carrying out a check using the diagnostic equipment.
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DF012
present

NOTES

co.0

23

Pressure modulating solenoid valve EVM5 circuit
co.0 : Open circuit or short circuit to earth
cc.1 : Short circuit to 12 volts

None

NOTES

None

Switch off the ignition, disconnect the 16-way connector on the automatic transmission and measure the
resistance of the circuit of pressure modulating solenoid valve EVM5 between track 5 and track 10,
automatic transmission end.
If the resistance measured is not approximately 5 ± 2 ohms, remove the cover and take the same
measurement directly on the solenoid valve. If the resistance is not correct, change the solenoid valve. If
the resistance is correct, repair or change the automatic transmission internal wiring (also check the
condition of the connections).
Check the continuity and insulation from earth of the following connections:
- between track 29 of the computer connector and track 10 of the 16-way connector, wiring end.
- between track 3 of the computer connector and track 5 of the 16-way connector, wiring end.
Repair or change the automatic transmission wiring concerned in the event of a fault.
Check the continuity to earth of tracks 28 and 34 of the computer connector.
Check the connections at the automatic transmission computer and at the 16-way connector.
Carry out any necessary operations.

If the "Pressure modulating solenoid valve EVM5 circuit" fault appears again, change the computer.

cc.1

NOTES

None

Switch off the ignition, disconnect the 16-way connector on the automatic transmission and measure the
resistance of the circuit of pressure modulating solenoid valve EVM5 between track 5 and track 10,
automatic transmission end.
If the resistance measured is not approximately 5 ± 2 ohms, remove the cover and take the same
measurement directly on the solenoid valve. If the resistance is not correct, change the solenoid valve. If
the resistance is correct, repair or change the automatic transmission internal wiring.
Check the insulation from 12 volts of the connection between track 29 of the computer connector and
track 10 of the 16-way connector, wiring end. Repair or change the automatic transmission wiring
concerned in the event of a fault.
If the "Pressure modulating solenoid valve EVM5 circuit" fault appears again, change the computer.

AFTER
REPAIR

Clear the computer memory, switch off the ignition and then carry out a road test.
Complete the operation by carrying out a check using the diagnostic equipment.
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DF013
present

NOTES

co.0

23

Pressure modulating solenoid valve EVM6 circuit
co.0 : Open circuit or short circuit to earth
cc.1 : Short circuit to 12 volts

None.

NOTES

None

Switch off the ignition, disconnect the 16-way connector on the automatic transmission and measure the
resistance of the circuit of pressure modulating solenoid valve EVM6 between track 5 and track 11,
automatic transmission end.
If the resistance measured is not approximately 5 ± 2 ohms, remove the cover and take the same
measurement directly on the solenoid valve. If the resistance is not correct, change the solenoid valve. If
the resistance is correct, repair or change the automatic transmission internal wiring (also check the
condition of the connections).
Check the continuity and insulation from earth of the following connections:
- between track 4 of the computer connector and track 11 of the 16-way connector, wiring end.
- between track 3 of the computer connector and track 5 of the 16-way connector, wiring end.
Repair or change the automatic transmission wiring concerned in the event of a fault.
Check the continuity to earth of tracks 28 and 34 of the computer connector.
Check the connections at the automatic transmission computer and at the 16-way connector.
Carry out any necessary operations.

If the "Pressure modulating solenoid valve EVM6 circuit" fault appears again, change the computer.

cc.1

NOTES

None

Switch off the ignition, disconnect the 16-way connector on the automatic transmission and measure the
resistance of the circuit of pressure modulating solenoid valve EVM6 between track 5 and track 11,
automatic transmission end.
If the resistance measured is not approximately 5 ± 2 ohms, remove the cover and take the same
measurement directly on the solenoid valve. If the resistance is not correct, change the solenoid valve. If
the resistance is correct, repair or change the automatic transmission internal wiring.
Check the insulation from 12 volts of the connection between track 4 of the computer connector and
track 11 of the 16-way connector, wiring end. Repair or change the automatic transmission wiring
concerned in the event of a fault.
If the "Pressure modulating solenoid valve EVM6 circuit" fault appears again, change the computer.

AFTER
REPAIR

Clear the computer memory, switch off the ignition and then carry out a road test.
Complete the operation by carrying out a check using the diagnostic equipment.
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DF016
present

NOTES

23

Brake switch circuit

None

The computer only takes the brake switch information into account if the correct operation of the switch
has been confirmed.
Thus, when the ignition is switched on, fault DF016 is declared and should disappear when the brake
pedal is pressed for the first time.
If fault DF016 is still declared present after the brake pedal has been pressed, check the fitting,
adjustment and operation of the brake switch (contact open between terminals 1 and 2). Change the
switch if it is faulty.

AFTER
REPAIR

Clear the computer memory, switch off the ignition and then carry out a road test.
Complete the operation by carrying out a check using the diagnostic equipment.
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23

ET014

Poor grip selector

NOTES

The poor grip mode selector is operated by being pressed (no locking).
The poor grip operating mode is validated by pressing the button and is displayed
on the instrument panel (icon).

Status never validated

- Check the operation of the selector contact (contact between tracks A1 and B5 of the connector).
- Ensure that earth is present on track A1 of the selector connector.
- Check the condition of the connections on the selector and the computer and of the intermediate
connections R150 and R149.
- Ensure the continuity between track B5 of the poor grip mode selector connector and track 12 of the
computer connector.

Status validated without the button being pressed

Disconnect the poor grip mode selector connector.
- If status ET014 is then not validated, check the operation of the selection button (contact normally
open between tracks A1 and B5 of the connector). Change the button if necessary..
- If status ET014 is still validated, ensure the insulation from earth of the connection between track 12 of
the computer connector and track B5 of the poor grip mode selection button connector.

AFTER
REPAIR

Ensure that the operation of this status is consistent.
LM0X541.0
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ET015

Kickdown

NOTES

This status is validated in the "Full-load" position.
Deal with fault DF004 ("kickdown switch circuit") first if it is declared.

23

Status validated at No-load

Disconnect the switch connector.
- If status ET015 is still validated: Ensure the insulation from earth of the connection between track 18 of
the computer connector and track 1 of the switch connector.
- If status ET015 is then not validated: Check the fitting, adjustment and operation of the kickdown
switch and change it if it is faulty (if the contact is closed permanently).

Status not validated at Full-load

-

Check the adjustment of the accelerator cable (cable too tight).
Check the operation and the fitting of the kickdown switch (contact closed).
Ensure that earth is present on track 2 of the switch connector, wiring end.
Check the condition of the connections on the switch and the computer and the intermediate
connections R149 and R150.
- Ensure the continuity between track 1 of the switch connector and track 18 of the computer connector.

AFTER
REPAIR

Ensure that the operation of this status is consistent.
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23

ET016

Brake switch

NOTES

The computer only takes the brake switch information into account if the correct
operation of the switch has been confirmed.
When the ignition is switched on, fault DF016 is present and should disappear
when the brake pedal is pressed for the first time ("programming" function).

Status validated with no action on the brake pedal

Check the adjustment of the brake switch and that it operates correctly (continuity between tracks 1 and
2, pedal not pressed).
Check and ensure that +after ignition is present on track 1 of the switch connector.
Check the condition of the connections of all the connections of the "brake information" line.
Ensure the continuity of the connection between track 2 of the switch connector and track 10 of the
computer connector. Intermediate connections: R149 and R150.

Status not validated on braking

Disconnect the brake switch connector.
- If status ET016 is not validated, ensure the insulation from 12 volts of the connection between track 10
of the computer connector and track 2 of the brake switch connector.
- If status ET016 is validated, check the fitting, adjustment and operation of the brake switch (contact
open between terminals 1 and 2). Change the switch if it is faulty.

AFTER
REPAIR

Ensure that the operation of this status is consistent.
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ET017

Fault warning light

NOTES

Status ET017 is validated if the fault warning light on the instrument panel is
controlled

ET018

Sequence solenoid valves control

NOTES

Left and/or right hand statuses ET018 is/are validated in line with the gear
requested

ET019
ET020

Computer configuration

Left-hand ET019:

Right-hand ET019:
NOTES
Left-hand ET020:

AFTER
REPAIR

23

"Sport" configuration not operational for this application
(there is no gear change pattern selector). This operating
mode is taken into account by an auto-adaptive pattern.
"With lever immobilisation" configuration not operational
for this application.
"Without kickdown switch" configuration not operational
for this application (always fitted with a kickdown switch).

Ensure that the operation of these statuses is consistent.
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NOTES

Order of
operations

1

Function to be
checked

Computer conformity

Parameter / Status
checked or action

Display
and Notes

PR099 (G70* on
the XR25) PR091
(#91 on the XR25)

77 00 11 40 98
J66 (same computer as on the
Espace J66)

Check on the equipment or
on the instrument panel
that all the positions of the
gear selector lever are recognised.
+ Check the starting authorisation in position P and N.
+ Check the operation of
the reversing lights in position R.

Recognition of gear
selector lever positions

3

Brake switch

Pressing of brake
pedal

DF016 should disappear and
ET016 should be validated

4

Kickdown

Accelerator pedal
fully pressed

ET015 should be validated

6

*

Only carry out this conformity check following a complete check using the
diagnostic equipment (no fault present).

2

5

23

PR001
(#01 on the XR25)

Poor grip operating
mode

Pressing of
selector button

3rd gear imposed
operating mode

Pressing of
selector lever in
position D

ET014 should be validated
and return to being not validated when the gear selector lever button is pressed
again.
The display on the instrument panel indicates this
mode via an icon.

"D3" is displayed on the instrument panel

Diagnostic

DF004

DF016
ET016

ET015

ET014

*

Check the operation of the selector contact.
Check the continuity between track 35 of the computer and track A1 of the gear selector lever.
Ensure that earth is present on track A2.
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23

REMINDER OF THE FORWARD GEARS WHICH ARE POSSIBLE DEPENDING ON THE POSITION OF THE GEAR
SELECTOR LEVER AND THE ACTIVE OPERATING MODE

DRIVE

Drive+ under-drive
(= 3rd imposed)

2

1

NORMAL

1-2-3-4

1-2-3

1-2

1

POOR
GRIP

2-3-4
Starting in 2nd
1st possible on
kickdown

3
Starting in 3rd
1rd - 2 possible on
kickdown

2
Starting in 2nd
1st possible on
kickdown

1

SPECIAL FEATURES RELATING TO THE REPLACEMENT OF UNITS

The LM0 automatic transmission computer uses auto-adaptive parameters to control the gear changes and
the "Lock-up" function.
These auto-adaptive values make it possible to optimise the pressure and the filling time of the brakes and
clutches in line with the mechanical / hydraulic characteristics specific to each automatic transmission. Thus,
the replacement of any part which affects these parameters requires updating of the stored values. The autoadaptive values are reset to zero using the diagnostic equipment (G80** on the XR25). After using this
command, it is important to drive the vehicle passing through all ascending and descending gear changes
several times to store the new values.
The auto-adaptive values must be reset to zero after replacement of the following parts:
- Hydraulic distributor.
- Torque converter.
- Solenoid valve.
- Complete automatic transmission.

LM0X541.0
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Fault finding - Assistance (cont)

23

INDICATIONS PROVIDED BY THE DIAGNOSTIC EQUIPMENT REGARDING THE GEAR ENGAGED AND THE
POSITION OF THE LEVER:

The letter or the figure on the right indicates the position of the gear selector lever.
The characters displayed to the left of the point represent the gear engaged.

Gear selector
lever position

Ignition on, engine
not running

Ignition on, engine
running

P

n1.P

n1.P

R

r.r

r.r

r.r

N

n1.n

n1.n

n1.n to n4.n
depending on the
vehicle speed

d1.d

d1.d or d2.d
in poor grip mode

d1.3

d1.3 or d3.3
in poor grip mode

2

d1.2

d1.2 or d2.2
in poor grip mode

1

d1.1

d1.1

D

Drive +
under-drive
(=3rd imposed)

Vehicle moving

d1.d
d2.d
d3.d
d4.d

d1.3
d2.3
d3.3

d1.2
d2.2

d1.1

LM0X541.0
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Fault finding - Customer complaints
NOTES

23

Only refer to this customer complaint following a complete check using the
diagnostic equipment and a conformity check.

PROBLEMS AT THE INSTRUMENT PANEL

Illumination of the automatic transmission fault warning light with no
fault indicated on the diagnostic equipment

CHART 1

No indication on the automatic transmission display on the instrument
panel (gear selector lever position - operating mode)

CHART 2

Loss of the indication of positions P, N and D on the automatic
transmission display on the instrument panel

CHART 3

No engine speed indication on the instrument panel

CHART 4

PROBLEMS ON STARTING THE ENGINE

The starter does not engage selector lever in position P and/or N

CHART 5

The starter engages with the selector lever in a position other than P or N

CHART 6

GEAR CHANGE PROBLEMS

Unwanted gear changes

CHART 7

No change-down at Full-load

CHART 8

LM0X541.0
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Fault finding - Customer complaints (cont)
NOTES

23

Only refer to this customer complaint following a complete check using the
diagnostic equipment and a conformity check.

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION OPERATION PROBLEMS

CHART 9

No drive in forward and/or reverse gears
Delay in engagement of gears with racing of the engine followed by a
knock on starting
The vehicle advances sluggishly on starting
Knocking, sliding, or racing of the engine on changing gear
No gear changes, vehicle locked in one gear
Absence of one or more gears
.....................................................

OTHER PROBLEMS

No communication with the computer

CHART 10

Non-operation of the reversing lights

CHART 11

Presence of oil underneath the vehicle

CHART 12

LM0X541.0
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Fault finding charts
CHART 1

NOTES

23

ILLUMINATION OF THE AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION FAULT
WARNING LIGHT WITH NO FAULT INDICATED ON THE DIAGNOSTIC
EQUIPMENT
Only refer to this customer complaint following a complete check using the
diagnostic equipment and a conformity check.

Look for a short circuit to earth of the connection between track 25 of the automatic transmission computer
connector and track 25 of the instrument panel connector (instrument panel automatic transmission display
connection).
This fault also results in the absence of the lever position and operating mode indication.

AFTER
REPAIR

Carry out a road test followed by a check using the diagnostic equipment.
LM0X541.0
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Fault finding charts
CHART 2

NOTES

23

NO INDICATION ON THE AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION DISPLAY ON
THE INSTRUMENT PANEL

(gear selector lever position and operating mode)
Only refer to this customer complaint following a complete check using the
diagnostic equipment and a conformity check.

Ensure the continuity and insulation of the connection between track 25 of the automatic transmission
computer connector and track 25 of the instrument panel connector (instrument panel automatic
transmission display connection).
A short circuit to earth of this connection also results in the illumination of the automatic transmission fault
warning light.

AFTER
REPAIR

Carry out a road test followed by a check using the diagnostic equipment.
LM0X541.0
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Fault finding charts
CHART 3

NOTES

23

LOSS OF THE INDICATION OF POSITIONS P, N AND D ON THE
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION DISPLAY ON THE INSTRUMENT PANEL

(positions R, 2 and 1 indicated correctly)
Only refer to this customer complaint following a complete check using the
diagnostic equipment and a conformity check.

Ensure the insulation from 12 volts of the connection between track 9 of the automatic transmission
computer connector and track 4 of the multifunction switch 10-way connector.
If the insulation is good, change the multifunction switch.

AFTER
REPAIR

Carry out a road test followed by a check using the diagnostic equipment.
LM0X541.0
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Fault finding charts
CHART 4

NOTES

23

NO ENGINE SPEED INDICATION ON THE INSTRUMENT PANEL

Only refer to this customer complaint following a complete check using the
diagnostic equipment and a conformity check.

Ensure the insulation of the connection between track 40 of the automatic transmission computer
connector, track 43 of the injection computer and the instrument panel connector (instrument panel engine
speed information connection).

AFTER
REPAIR

Carry out a road test followed by a check using the diagnostic equipment.
LM0X541.0
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Fault finding charts

THE STARTER DOES NOT ENGAGE WITH THE SELECTOR LEVER IN
POSITION P AND/OR N

CHART 5

NOTES

23

Only refer to this customer complaint following a complete check using the
diagnostic equipment and a conformity check.

Check the consistency between the indication on the
instrument panel display and the positions of the
gear selector lever.

no

Check that the multifunction switch is
fitted correctly.
Check the adjustment of the control
following the procedure described in
the technical note.

no

Check the starting relay.
Ensure the continuity of the
connections between track 7 of the
connector and the relay and between
the relay and the ignition switch.
Ensure that the ignition switch is
operating correctly.

Is the information consistent?
yes

Switch off the ignition, disconnect the multifunction
switch 10-way connector. With the starter operating,
check whether 12 volts is present on track 7 of the
connector, vehicle wiring end.
Is 12 volts present on track 7?
yes

Switch off the ignition and check the continuity
between tracks 6 and 7 of the connector, gearbox
end, lever in position P and N.
If there is no continuity, change the multifunction
switch.
If there is continuity, ensure the continuity between
track 6 of the connector, vehicle wiring end, and
earth.

AFTER
REPAIR

Carry out a road test followed by a check using the diagnostic equipment.
LM0X541.0
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Fault finding charts
CHART 6

NOTES

23

THE STARTER ENGAGES WITH THE GEAR SELECTOR LEVER IN A
POSITION OTHER THAN P AND N

Only refer to this customer complaint following a complete check using the
diagnostic equipment and a conformity check.

Switch off the ignition, disconnect the multifunction switch 10-way connector.
Check the operation of the P/N contact:
- Continuity between tracks 6 and 7 lever in position P and N.
- Insulation between tracks 6 and 7 lever in a position other than P and N.
Change the multifunction switch in the event of a fault.
If the P/N contact is operating correctly, ensure the insulation from earth of the connection between track 7
of the connector, vehicle wiring end, and track 2 of the starter relay support.

AFTER
REPAIR

Carry out a road test followed by a check using the diagnostic equipment.
LM0X541.0
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Fault finding charts
UNWANTED GEAR CHANGES

CHART 7

NOTES

23

Only refer to this customer complaint following a complete check using the
diagnostic equipment and a conformity check.

Monitor the indications provided by the instrument
panel display during a road test in position D.
Does the display indicate a change in the operating
mode (change to "Snow" or 3rd imposed) when the
fault appears?

Check the circuit of the faulty
switch.

yes

no
Switch on the diagnostic equipment.
Monitor parameter PR001 (#01on the XR25) during
a road test, gear selector lever in position D.

no

A

yes

Refer to the fault finding procedure
associated with the absence of
dialogue with the computer

Is it possible to reproduce the customer complaint?
yes
Is communication lost
when the fault appears?

(CHART 10).

no
Is there a change in the status of ET016 braking
information (LH BG 16 on the XR25) when the fault
appears, with no action on the brake pedal?

Adjust the brake switch
and check the operation of the
pedal return spring.

yes

no
Does the gear selector lever position displayed
change when the fault appears?
(loss of position D)

no

A

yes
Check the adjustment of the external control.
Change the multifunction switch if the fault persists.

AFTER
REPAIR

Carry out a road test followed by a check using the diagnostic equipment.
LM0X541.0
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Fault finding charts

23

CHART 7
CONT

A

Check the routing of the automatic transmission
wiring (high voltage interference, ...).
Alter it if necessary.

Check parameter PR012 "Throttle position" (#12 on
the XR25) engine off. Accelerate slowly and check
the changes in the value.

no

Change to injection fault finding
mode and check the operation of the
load potentiometer.

no

Change to injection fault finding
mode and check the operation of the
TDC sensor.
Check the inter-computer connection
if necessary.

Is the change in load steady?

yes
Check the operation of the injection. Apply the
checks defined in the associated fault finding
procedure in the event of a fault.

Check parameter PR006 "Engine speed"
(#06 on the XR25) during a road test
at a constant speed.
Does the engine speed value stay the same?

yes
There is probably an error in the selection of the
symptom.

AFTER
REPAIR

Carry out a road test followed by a check using the diagnostic equipment.
LM0X541.0
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Fault finding charts
NO CHANGE-DOWN AT FULL-LOAD

CHART 8

NOTES

23

Only refer to this customer complaint following a complete check using the
diagnostic equipment and a conformity check.

Switch on the diagnostic equipment.
Check the conformity of the automatic transmission
computer by means of parameter PR099 (G70*
XR25):
77 00 11 40 98 (J66 at PR091).

no

Change the automatic transmission
computer.

no

Repeat the adjustment of the
accelerator cable as described in the
Workshop Repair Manual.

Is the computer correct?

yes
Check the conformity and adjustment of the
accelerator cable (refer to the Workshop Manual).
Is the accelerator cable correct?
yes
Check the operation of the kickdown switch:
Observe status ET015 "Kickdown information" (lefthand bargraph 15 on the XR25)
at full-load.

no

Is status ET015 validated at full-load?

Refer to the fault finding procedure
defined in the section relating to
status ET015 (interpretation of statuses
section).

yes
There is probably an error in the selection of the
symptom.

AFTER
REPAIR

Carry out a road test followed by a check using the diagnostic equipment.
LM0X541.0
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Fault finding charts
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION OPERATION PROBLEMS

CHART 9

NOTES

23

Only refer to this customer complaint following a complete check using the
diagnostic equipment and a conformity check.

On the instrument panel display, check the
consistency between the display and the positions
of the gear selector lever, ignition on and engine off.
Is the information consistent?

no

Adjust the control following the
instructions given in the technical
note.

yes

Change the automatic
transmission.

yes

Change the automatic
transmission.

yes
Check the oil level and the cleanness of the oil
(colour, odour, ...).
Does the condition of the oil indicate an internal
automatic gearbox fault?
no
Top up if necessary. Start the engine. With the
brakes applied, move the selector lever to position D
and, while accelerating, monitor parameter PR005
"A.T. output speed" (#05 on the XR25).
Does the A.T. output speed information change?
no
Refer to the procedure and the safety advice
in the technical note to check the converter
checking point.
Theoretical engine speed values at the setting point:
2050 ± 150 rpm.

no

Is the setting point value correct?

Change the torque converter (if the
setting point is more than 300 rpm
above the value specified, the
automatic transmission must be
changed).
Change the automatic transmission if
the setting point is still not correct.
Note: If the setting point is too low,
this may be due to a lack of engine
power.

yes

A

AFTER
REPAIR

Carry out a road test followed by a check using the diagnostic equipment.
LM0X541.0
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Fault finding charts

23

CHART 9
Cont

A
Carry out a road test and monitor the engine speed
on the instrument panel and the indications given by
parameter PR001 (#01 on the XR25) (refer to the
Assistance section).
Does the engine speed change at every gear
change?

no

Change the hydraulic distributor and
the solenoid valves.

yes
The checks carried out have not indicated a fault
and the automatic transmission appears
to operate correctly.
If the vehicle actually presents the customer
complaint selected, repeat the fault finding
procedure from the beginning.

AFTER
REPAIR

Carry out a road test followed by a check using the diagnostic equipment.
LM0X541.0
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Fault finding charts
NO COMMUNICATION WITH THE COMPUTER

CHART 10

NOTES

23

None

Ensure that the diagnostic equipment is not the cause of the fault by trying to communicate with a
computer on another vehicle. If the equipment is not faulty and dialogue is not established with any
other computer on the same vehicle, a faulty computer may be interfering with diagnostic lines K and L.
Locate this faulty computer by disconnecting the computers in succession.
Check the battery voltage and carry out any operations necessary to obtain a correct voltage (9 volts < U
battery < 16 volts).

Check whether the 5 A automatic transmission fuse on the passenger compartment connection unit has
blown (if the 5 A fuse is changed and then blows again, first look for a short circuit to earth of one of the
4 multifunction switch lines or a short circuit to 12 volts of the P/N/E connection between the injection
computer and the automatic transmission computer). If the fuse blows on operation of the kickdown
switch or the "poor grip" or "3rd imposed" selectors, look for a short circuit to 12 volts of the circuit
concerned.
Check the connection and the condition of the connections at the computer connector and at the
intermediate connections R149 and R150.
Check that the computer is supplied correctly:
- Earth on tracks 28 and 34.
- +after ignition on tracks 31 and 54.

Check that the diagnostic socket is supplied correctly:
- Earth on track 5 of the diagnostic socket.
- +before ignition on track 16 of the diagnostic socket.
Check and ensure the continuity and insulation of the lines of the diagnostic socket / computer
connection:
- Between track 47 of the computer connector and track 15 of the diagnostic socket.
- Between track 50 of the computer connector and track 7 of the diagnostic socket.
If dialogue is still not established following these various checks, change the computer and clear the fault
memory at the end of the operation.

AFTER
REPAIR

When communication is established, deal with any faults illuminated.
LM0X541.0
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
Fault finding charts
NON-OPERATION OF THE REVERSING LIGHTS

CHART 11

NOTES

23

(reverse gear operates and bulbs are good)
Only refer to this customer complaint following a complete check using the
diagnostic equipment and a conformity check.

Switch off the ignition, disconnect the multifunction
switch 10-way connector. Switch the ignition on
again and check whether +after ignition is present
on track 9 of the connector, vehicle wiring end.

no

Is +after ignition present on track 9?

Ensure the continuity of the
connection between track 9 of the 10way connector and the passenger
compartment connection unit.

yes
Switch off the ignition and check the continuity
between tracks 8 and 9 of the connector, gearbox
end, lever in position R. If there is no continuity,
change the multifunction switch.
If there is continuity, ensure the continuity between
track 8 of the connector, vehicle wiring end, and the
reversing lights.
Also check the earth of the rear lights.

AFTER
REPAIR

Carry out a road test followed by a check using the diagnostic equipment.
LM0X541.0
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Fault finding charts
CHART 12

NOTES

23

PRESENCE OF OIL UNDERNEATH THE VEHICLE

Only refer to this customer complaint following a complete check using the
diagnostic equipment and a conformity check.

Wash the automatic transmission and top up the oil applying the procedure described in the technical note.
Apply talc and investigate the cause of the leak.
Deal with the cause of the leak and change the faulty parts.
Check the oil level.

AFTER
REPAIR

Carry out a road test followed by a check using the diagnostic equipment.
LM0X541.0
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STEERING ASSEMBLY
Mechanical power steering pump

36

PRESENTATION OF THE POWER STEERING

PRF3601

36-1

STEERING ASSEMBLY
Mechanical power steering pump

36

ESSENTIAL SPECIAL TOOLS

Mot.

453 -01

Hose clamps

TIGHTENING TORQUES (in daN.m)

Mounting bolt securing pump on support
Mounting bolt securing pulley on hub
Belt tensioning mechanism bolt

2
0.8
2.5

Place the vehicle on a two post lift.
REMOVAL

Disconnect the battery.
Remove the accessories belt, to do this:
Loosen bolts (1) and (2).
Maintain the tension of the dynamic tensioner using a hexagonal spanner (3).
Slacken bolt (4) until the conical section (5) protrudes from the oblong hole of the dynamic tensioner.

12678G2

36-2

STEERING ASSEMBLY
Mechanical power steering pump

36

Fit a clamp Mot. 453-01 on the supply pipe.

REFITTING

Disconnect the supply pipe, be prepared for the
flow of power steering fluid. Close the power
steering reservoir and remove it with its support.

Refit in the reverse order to removal observing
the tightening torques.

Using a pipe wrench, disconnect the high pressure
pipe.

After fitting the accessories belt, move the dynamic tensioner to its operating position towards
the right and tighten the bolts (4) then (2) to a
torque of 2.5 daN.m.

NOTE: if the power steering pump is only removed for the replacement of the hub, be sure to
close the pump openings to prevent the entry of
impurities.

Fill and bleed the circuit moving from lock to lock,
engine running.
NOTE: the pump hub cannot be replaced, if it is

Remove:
- the pulley (four bolts),
- the power steering pump (three bolts).

faulty, change the pump.

12920S
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STEERING ASSEMBLY
Variable power steering unit

36

The size of the steering unit requires the uncoupling of the sub-frame - axle from the body and the use of
tools T. Av. 1233-01.

ESSENTIAL SPECIAL TOOLS

Mot.
453 -01
T. Av. 476
T. Av. 1233 -01

Hose clamps
Tool for extracting ball joints
Assembly for working on the sub-frame axle

TIGHTENING TORQUES (in daN.m)

Wheel bolt
Universal joint bolt
Front sub-frame mounting bolt
Rear sub-frame mounting bolt
Sub-frame stiffener bolt
Engine tie-bar bolt
Steering unit mounting bolt
Steering ball joint nut
Anti-roll bar rod nut

10
2.5
3.6
9
6
15
6.6
4
3.8

Place the vehicle on a two post lift.
REMOVAL

Disconnect the battery.

95417S

Remove:
- the two front wheels,
- the engine undertray,
- the right side mud shield,
- the steering ball joint nuts and use tool
T. Av. 476 to extract these ball joints from the
stub axle carrier,
- the universal joint nut and eccentric bolt.
Remove the nut retaining cage as well.

Before folding back the universal joint, fit a steering wheel immobilising tool in the passenger
compartment.

36-4

STEERING ASSEMBLY
Variable power steering unit

36

Remove the bolt which assembles the two steering unit pipes.

16416R

Remove:
- the mounting clip securing the downpipe to
the front exhaust manifold,

16468S

Disconnect the steering unit pipes after first fitting two clamps Mot. 453-01 on the two pipes leaving the reservoir.
Remove:
- the two nuts at the ends of the anti-roll bar,
- the engine tie-bar bolt,
- the sub-frame stiffeners rear bolts (two bolts).
One by one, replace the sub-frame mounting
bolts with threaded rods T. Av. 1233-01.

12656-1S
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STEERING ASSEMBLY
Variable power steering unit
-

the mounting clip (2) securing the downpipe
to the rear exhaust manifold,

Disconnect the variable power steering actuator
solenoid connector.

12660-1R

-

36

16421S

the two mounting nuts (3) securing the exhaust downpipe to the catalytic converter.

Slacken the nuts of tool T. Av. 1233-01 to lower
the sub-frame as much as possible.

16416S

Remove the exhaust downpipe completely. It will
be necessary to force the downpipe from the
front manifold to be able to remove it completely.

12659-1R3
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STEERING ASSEMBLY
Variable power steering unit
Remove:
- the steering unit heat shield (three bolts) and
the oxygen sensor connector,

-

36

the four steering unit mounting bolts.

16417S
16415S

-

Remove the steering unit from the left (driver’s
side).

the left front ABS sensor connector support
(on the side member) (two bolts).

WARNING: when handling the steering unit:

-

16422S

36-7

do not hold it by the gaiters,
do not transport it by the pipes,
do not knock the support, tube end,
do not knock the steering tie-rods.

STEERING ASSEMBLY
Variable power steering unit
If the steering unit is to be changed, it will be necessary to re-use the steering ball joints. When
unscrewing these ball joints, mark the number of
thread turns.
REFITTING

In the case of a new steering unit, place the steering ball joints in the position marked on removal.
Proceed in the reverse order to removal observing
the tightening torques.
Take care to re-secure the exhaust downpipe correctly to prevent any leaks.

36-8

36

AIR CONDITIONING
General
CONSUMABLES

- Compressor oil:

SANDEN SP 10 : 135 cm 3 ± 15

- Refrigerant:
R134a : 850 ± 35 g
- Compressor:
SANDEN SD 7H 15

62-1

62

AIR CONDITIONING
Compressor

62

ESSENTIAL SPECIAL TOOLS

Mot.

1410

Set of tools for releasing unions
on air conditioning pipes

TIGHTENING TORQUES (in daN.m)

Bolt securing the pressure relief valve
to the evaporator
Retaining nut securing the connecting
pipes to the pressure relief valve
Retaining unions securing the pressure
relief valve connecting pipe to the
dehydration canister
Retaining nuts securing the connecting
pipe to the condenser
Retaining bolt securing the connecting
pipe to the compressor
Compressor retaining bolt
Circuit pressure sensor

0.6
0.8

0.8
0.8
3.1
2.1
1.1

REMOVAL

16136R

Place the vehicle on a two post lift.
REFITTING

Drain the R134a refrigerant circuit using filling
equipment.

Check the condition of the seals and lubricate
them.

Disconnect the battery.

If the compressor is changed, it is supplied filled
with oil.

Remove:
- the engine undertray,
- the accessories belt,
- the mounting bolt securing the two pipes to
the compressor.

Refit in the reverse order to removal.
Create a vacuum, then fill the R134a refrigerant
circuit using filing equipment.

Fit plugs to prevent the entry of humidity.

IMPORTANT: when the compressor is changed, it

Disconnect the clutch supply wire.

is essential to top up the oil correctly.

Remove:
- the two compressor support bolts (1),
- the two compressor fasteners (pulley end).

62-2

AIR CONDITIONING
Condenser

62

Remove:
- the lower bolt (8) securing the dehydration canister,
- the relay box cover (10) then remove the dehydration canister protector (11),
- the condenser union retaining bolt (13),
- the AC pipes on the compressor.

REMOVAL

Place the vehicle on a two post lift.
Drain the R134a refrigerant circuit using filling
equipment.
Disconnect the battery.

Fit plugs to prevent the entry of humidity.
Remove:
- the engine undertray,
- the plastic cover on the cooling assembly,
- the direction indicators,
- the radiator grille,
- the left wheel arch protector,
- the right wheel arch protector,
- the front bumper fasteners.
Disconnect the fog lamps.
Remove the front bumper taking care not to damage the headlight washers.
Fit a hose clamp on the headlight washers supply
pipe then disconnect the pipe.
Disconnect:
- the light units,
- the bonnet opening switches,
- the bonnet opening control cable.
Remove the headlight support crossmember.
95093R3

Disconnect the two AC connecting pipes arriving
at the condenser.
Fit plugs to prevent the entry of humidity.
Disconnect the pressure sensor (6) then unclip the
cable clipped onto the dehydration canister protector.
Remove the three upper bolts (7) securing the dehydration canister protector.
Lift the vehicle.

62-3

AIR CONDITIONING
Condenser

62

Remove:
- under the radiator, the two bolts (12) securing
the power steering pipe then tilt it towards
the engine,
- the two radiator lower mounting bolts (15).

PRN62-1R1

Remove the condenser with the dehydration canister from above.

REFITTING
95096R3

Refit in the reverse order to removal.
Lower the vehicle.

Check the condition of the seals and lubricate
them.

Remove:
- the two bolts (14) securing the dehydration
canister,
- the two bolts (16) securing the upper section
of the radiator.

Create a vacuum, then fill the R134a refrigerant
circuit using filling equipment.

IMPORTANT

Move the radiator as far towards the engine as
possible.

When the condenser is changed, add 30 ml of oil
to the circuit.

Remove the four condenser mounting bolts (17).

62-4

AIR CONDITIONING
Dehydration canister
REMOVAL

The dehydration canister can only be removed following removal of the condenser.

PRC62.2

Disconnect the condenser / dehydration canister
connecting pipes.
Fit plugs to prevent the entry of humidity.

REFITTING

On refitting, check that the seals are in good
condition and lubricate the seals and the threads
using compressor oil.

62-5

62

AIR CONDITIONING
Connecting pipes
LOW AND HIGH PRESSURE PIPES BETWEEN THE
PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE AND THE CLICK-FIT
UNION

62

REFITTING

Check the condition of the seals and lubricate
them.

REMOVAL

Refit in the reverse order to removal.
Disconnect the battery.
Create a vacuum, then fill the R134a refrigerant
circuit using filling equipment.

Drain the R134a refrigerant circuit using filling
equipment.

IMPORTANT: when a pipe is changed, add 10 ml
of oil to the circuit or if a pipe bursts (rapid leak),
add 100 ml of oil.

Remove:
- the retaining bolt securing the connecting
pipes to the pressure relief valve,
- the mounting nut (2) securing the high pressure pipe between the pressure relief valve
and the click-fit union.
Fit plugs to prevent the entry of humidity.

16139-1R

Disconnect the low pressure pipe at the click-fit
union (tool Mot. 1410) then remove it.
Fit plugs to prevent the entry of humidity.

62-6

AIR CONDITIONING
Connecting pipes

62

Disconnect the low pressure pipe on the compressor then remove it.

LOW PRESSURE PIPES BETWEEN THE
COMPRESSOR AND THE CLICK-FIT UNION
REMOVAL

Place the vehicle on a two post lift.
Disconnect the battery.
Drain the R134a refrigerant circuit using filling
equipment.
Disconnect the right-hand light unit.
Remove:
- the radiator grille,
- the right front light unit (procedure described
in Technical Note 2645A - section 80).
Open AC connecting pipes support (A).

16136S

Fit plugs to prevent the entry of humidity.

REFITTING

Check the condition of the seals and lubricate
them.
16135R

Refit in the reverse order to removal.
Uncouple the low pressure pipe at the click-fit
union using tool Mot. 1410.

Create a vacuum, then fill the R134a refrigerant
circuit using filling equipment.

Fit plugs to prevent the entry of humidity.

IMPORTANT: when a pipe is changed, add 10 ml
of oil to the circuit or if a pipe bursts (rapid leak),
add 100 ml of oil.

Lift the vehicle.
Remove the engine undertray.

62-7

AIR CONDITIONING
Connecting pipes
HIGH PRESSURE PIPE BETWEEN THE CONDENSER
UNION AND THE CLICK-FIT UNION

62

REFITTING

REMOVAL

Check the condition of the seals and lubricate
them.

Disconnect the battery.

Refit in the reverse order to removal.

Drain the R134a refrigerant circuit using filling
equipment.

Create a vacuum, then fill the R134a refrigerant
circuit using filling equipment.

Disconnect the right-hand light unit.

IMPORTANT: when a pipe is changed, add 10 ml
of oil to the circuit or if a pipe bursts (rapid leak),
add 100 ml of oil.

Remove:
- the radiator grille,
- the right front light unit (procedure described
in Technical Note 2645A - section 80).
Open AC connecting pipes support (A).

16135R

Uncouple the high pressure pipe at the click-fit
union using tool Mot. 1410.

Disconnect the high pressure pipe on the condenser union then remove it.
Fit plugs to prevent the entry of humidity.

62-8

AIR CONDITIONING
Connecting pipes
HIGH PRESSURE PIPE BETWEEN THE COMPRESSOR
AND THE CONDENSER UNION

62

REFITTING

REMOVAL

Check the condition of the seals and lubricate
them.

Place the vehicle on a two post lift.

Refit in the reverse order to removal.

Disconnect the battery.

Create a vacuum, then fill the R134a refrigerant
circuit using filling equipment.

Drain the R134a refrigerant circuit using filling
equipment.

IMPORTANT: when a pipe is changed, add 10 ml
of oil to the circuit or if a pipe bursts (rapid leak),
add 100 ml of oil.

Disconnect the high pressure pipe on the condenser union.
Fit plugs to prevent the entry of humidity.
Remove the engine undertray.
Disconnect the high pressure pipe on the
compressor then remove it.
Fit plugs to prevent the entry of humidity.

16136S

62-9

